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"personal " writers , when "the l iterary criticism of the 
Twenties tended to avo id the frankly personal , with its 
search for new forms and its preference for the 'obj ect' 
as opposed to more private evaluation . " ( Greene 5 8 5) As 
personal writers , their presentation of l i fe ma inly 
depended on their individual feel ings and 
consciousnesses . In their biographies we can observe 
clues to these important characteristics of the two 
writers . Actual ly ,  they had strikingly s imil ar 
experiences , espec ially in the ir early l ives , and had 
some s imilarity of upbringing , which had s imilar ef fects 
on the ir works . 
Wil la Sylbert Cather was born in December 7 ,  18 7 3 , 
in Winchester , Virginia , and Pearl Sydenstricker Buck 
was born in Hil l sboro in the adj o ining state of West 
Virginia nearly nineteen years later , on June 2 6 ,  18 9 2 . 
When they were sens itive young girls , both of  them 
were exposed to " fore ign•• cultures , which were quite 
dif ferent from the ir original Victorian cultures of the 
East . Wi lla  and her fami ly moved to the �ebraska 
frontier when Wi l l a  was e ight years old . In the 
Nebraska prairies o f  the late nineteenth century , there 
were many fore ign immigrants who had come to settle: 
Swedes , Norwegians , Russ ians , French , Germans and 
Bohemians were among them . Wil la grew up there among 
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those fore ign immigrants . She left home to go to 
col lege at the Univers ity of Nebraska in Lincoln at the 
age of eighteen . Pearl was taken to China by her 
miss ionary parents when she was four months old . Except 
for a one-year stay in native West Virginia when she was 
t�n , she was raised in Chinkiang , a port city on the 
Yangt z e  River , where she l earned the Chinese language 
and customs . At the age o f  seventeen , she went back to 
her native country a second time to attend Randolph­
Macon Col l ege in Virginia . These sens itive intel l igent 
girls observed peoples around them with keen intent eyes 
and enj oyed listening to their stories with deep 
curios ity . Cather recal led : " ! have never found any 
intellectual excitement any more intense than I used to 
fe�l when I spent a morn ing with one of those old women 
at her baking or butter-making . I used to ride home in 
the most unreasonable state of excitement . " (Van Antwerp 
7 1 )  Buck did not have freedom to roam around in her 
neighborhood as did Cather , but she had a Ch inese nurse 
who could tel l  her not only her own childhood memories , 
such as accounts o f  famine and robbery , but also 
Buddhist and Taoist stories . Pearl was " immensely 
fascinated by those Chinese tales . " ( Yu 25) The vivid 
impress ion of those storytel lers •. l ives and stories were 
deeply engraved on the sens itive hearts of the two young 
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girl s and became the bas ic force of their l iterary 
imaginations . Cather hersel f mentioned their strong 
influences : 
The ideas for a l l  my novels have come from 
things that happened around Red Cloud when I 
was a child . I was a l l  over the country then , 
on foot , on horseback and in our farm wagons . 
My nose went poking into nearly everything . . . . 
I always intended to write , and there were 
certa in persons I studied . ( Bennett , The World 
of Wi l l a  Cather 7 7 ) 
Among those foreign immigrants who were magnetic 
inspirations , there was an eminent woman. who gave Cather 
a part icularly distinctive imaginative force which 
culminated in her most famous story , My Antonia . Cather 
once told of Anni e  Pavelk , her l i fe-long friend and her 
model for My Antonia , as fol lows : 
She was one of the truest artists I ever knew 
in the keenness and sens itiveness of her 
enj oyment , in her love of people and in her 
wil l ingness to take pains . I did not real i z e  
all  this  a s  a child , but Annie fascinated me 
and I always · had it in mind to write a story 
about her . ( Bennett , The World of Willa Cather 
46-47) 
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This indel ible chi ldhood memory became the creative 
power of her story . The special personal ity of thi s  
fascinating woman undoubtedly gave charm and strength to 
this fiction . In the story , Jim Burden , the narrator 
and the childhood friend of Antonia , confesses that , 
"Antonia had always been one to l eave images in the mind 
that did not fade -· that grew stronger with time . In my 
memory there was a success ion o f  such pictures , f ixed 
there l ike the old woodcuts of one's first primer . " ( 3 5 2 -
. 3 5 3 )  
Cather also recol lected that " I  always felt as i f  
they told me s o  much more than they said - a s  i f  I had 
actual ly got ins ide another person's skin . " (Van Antwerp 
7 1 )  This grasping imaginat ion and sympathetic 
identi fication with those people was surely the special 
g ift of Cather , which made it possible to turn these 
childhood memories into f iction and to- develop them into 
great l iterary works . 
Another interesting aspect o f  the Nebraska frontier 
was that it was an intellectual melting pot of  the Old 
World . Most of those immigrants had engaged in rather 
more sophisticated occupations than farming be fore they 
came to this new land . · Many of them were cultural ly 
ref ined people ; mus icians· , pa inters and l inguists were 
among Cather ' s  childhood " friends . "  They ta�ght her the 
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beauty of art and shared with her the j oy of the ir Old 
World's culture . 
Besides the strong influence from her Chinese 
nurse , Buck also rece ived formal education in Chinese 
culture , l iterature and history from her Chinese tutor , 
Mr . Kung , a Confucian scholar . The tutor taught young 
Pearl the charm and the value of traditional Chinese 
sagas and Confucian ethics as wel l  as Chinese reading 
and writing . Yuh-Chao Yu speculates that , "Under his 
tutelage , her knowl edge of Chinese culture began to take 
root . " ( Yu 2 5 )  
The authors' t ies to " their people" were not cut 
off even a fter they became adults . Cather repeatedly 
returned to Red Cloud , and kept her friendship with some 
of those fore ign immigrants a l l  her l i fe .  After her 
marriage , Buck went back to China with her husband and 
they settled in northern China , which became the sett ing 
of her representative work , The Good Earth . Northern 
China is rather l ike the Midwest , growing wheat in the 
vast fields , compared with the smal l rice fields backed 
by mountains in Southern China . As a married woman , 
Buck had more freedom to talk to the Chinese peasants , 
us ing her fluent Chinese . � Again , she had a chance to 
become famil iar with those Chinese farmers and the ir 
l ives , which became the bas ic materials of her story . 
\ 
\ 
Buck found them to be "the most real , the closest to the 
earth , to birth and death , to laughter and to weep ing , "  
and she further confessed that "to vis it the farm 
famil ies became my search for real ity , and among them I 
found the human be ing as he most nearly is . "  (My Several 
/ 
World 1 6 1 )  I 
? 
· Another common important aspect of their early 
l ives which led these sens itive , intel l igent girl s to 
their successful writing careers was the education Wi l l a  
and Pearl received a t  home . A s  the chi ldren o f  
respectable and rel igious famil ies , both girls received 
rel igious education and other l iberal education from the 
t ime they were quite young . In the Cather family , the 
p ious , patriarchal Grandfather Cather read the Bible to 
the children every day . Buck was also brought up 
l istening to the Bible read by her miss ionary father . 
This daily exposure to Holy Scripture played signi ficant 
parts in their later l iterary careers . Their simple , 
dignif ied styles remind us of  the mel l i fluous and 
suggestive prose of the King James Vers ion . Buck hersel f 
admitted that , "the great influence , I should say , was 
the King James vers ion of  the Bible , which my father 
often used to read to us when I was young . " (Wool f 14 5 )  
The ir rel igious educations were maj or influences 
throughout the ir l ives . Cather's gradual incl inat ion 
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towards traditional religion helped t·o produce her later 
masterpiece , Death Comes to for the Archb ishop . It is 
noteworthy that both of these female writers were given 
literary educations by family matriarchs ; this was in 
oppos ition to the Victorian genteel tradition of 
training a woman for a woman's place - in the home and 
with· the family . In the Cather household , two 
grandmothers read Western class ics with young Willa . 
Buck recalled , with deep appreciation , her mother ' s  
contribution to her literary tra ining : 
As soon as I was old enough , my mother took my 
education in hand . She taught me not only the 
things one would ordinarily learn at school , 
but also opened up for me the beauties of art 
and mus ic and what was more important she made 
me conscious of the beauty of words 
themselves . ( Woolf 14 5 )  
Mrs . Sydenstricker also gave Pearl frequent written 
exercises and pa instakingly corrected the grammer ,  
making suggestions for revis ion and improvement in form 
or clarity . She even submitted her daughter ' s  j uvenile 
writings for publication , and many of them appeared in 
Shanghai Mercury . 
Because o f  their early literary educations·, both 
Cather and Buck were very much interested in writing and 
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started writing early in their lives . Cather published 
an essay on Thomas Carlyle in the Nebraska State Journal 
during her first year at col l ege . She continued writing 
criticism periodically the rest o f  her college days for 
this paper . Buck also frequently contributed her 
apprenticeship writings to her college paper . In her 
senior year she won the first pri zes in a short story 
contest and a poetry contest . " I  knew in my heart as I 
had always known that someday I would be a writer , " ( Muir 
1 0 7 ) she mentioned . 
Their early enthusiasm for writing was success fully 
mingled with the ir literary imaginations nurtured by 
their experiences with " foreign " people to produce their 
early masterp ieces . Cather ' s  frontier novels , 0 
Pioneers ! ,  and My Antonia can be called her early 
representative works . Buck is  best known for The Good 
Earth , a story of Chinese peasants . 
Reflecting the sources o f  their imaginations , both 
writers kept strong traits o f  storytelling in the ir 
works . In storytelling , human destiny is the ma in 
concern , rather than psychological penetrat ion of 
character or its deta iled analysis . The common outline 
of those stories of the land is the drama of human 
beings at the mercy of great nature : drought , c·rop 
fa ilure, famine or rich harvest . 
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Their stories are marked by the " greatness o f  epic 
- it springs directly from the so il and preserves 
throughout a mood of restrained triumph . " (Monroe 2 2 9 ) 
Cather ' s  was the epic o f  immigrant pioneers , their toil 
and conquest of the new untamed land . Buck ' s  story was 
the epic of Chinese peasants , the ir struggle on the land 
and subsequent rise to prosperity . Their stories 
continue without any " strong dramatic links between 
scenes, " { Stouk , Narrat ive in Perspect ives 4 2 -4 3 ) as 
actual li fe itself goes on in that way . Characters are 
dep icted through the ir behavior and conduct without any 
analysis of mot ives or consciousness , and without any 
comment . Their stories merely revealed what l i fe itself 
might reveal to us about the people , their conduct and 
the e ffect of it upon others and the consequences for 
themselves . ( Morris 6 5 0 ) The s impl e  language used in the 
stories is well-suited to storytelling or epics : it is 
concrete , direct , clear and vivid . As the people 
described in the stories stoically discipline their 
lives in order to survive in their harsh environment, 
the language used in those stories is restra ined and 
economical . The ef fect is static , quiet , Biblical 
dignity . 
The simple style also gives special charm to the ir 
works . The ir sparse prose has strong poetic 
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suggest ions . In each book , every rural description is 
f illed with poetic beauty and lyricism ,  which only 
writers who have deep love for nature can give to their 
works . The fol lowing is a spring scene of a Chinese 
field : 
It was ful l spring and in the shallow pool the 
frogs croaked drows ily . The bamboos at the 
corner of the house swayed slowly under a 
gentle night wind • . •  peach trees , budded 
most del icately pink , and willow trees 
thrushing forth tender green leaves . ( The Good 
Earth 1 4 6 )  
In My Antonia , Cather presents a beauti ful spring 
morning scene in a Nebraska countrys ide . 
It was a beauti ful blue morning . The buffalo­
peas were blooming in pink and purple masses 
along the roads ide , and the larks , perched on 
last year ' s  dried sunfl ower stalks , were 
singing stra ight at the sun , their heads 
thrown back and their yellow breasts a-quiver . 
The wind blew about us in warm sweet 
gusts . {l 2 7 - 1 2 8 )  
Theirs are the stories o f  common peopl e ,  the 
stories of fore ign immigrants and the stories o·f Chinese 
peasants . It was the time when " nobody had ever tried 
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to write about the swedish settlers seriously . " (Van 
Antwerp 7 1 )  The ir deep sympathy for and understanding o f  
those people seem t o  have come from their warm and 
pro found humanity . Cather expressed her feel ings in her 
own words : 
I used to think them underrated , and wanted to 
explain them to their neighbors . The ir 
stories used to go round and round in my head 
at_night . This was , with me , the initial 
impul se . ( Carrol l 2 12 )  
Buck had amaz ingly s imilar motive in her writing . 
Through the years I developed an understanding 
of the peasants of China who were voiceless . 
The intel lectual el ite , part icularly modern 
ones were contemptuous o f  the ill iterate 
peasants . It was for these voiceless ones 
that I wrote The Good Earth that not only the 
Chinese peasants , perhaps through him , the 
voiceless peasants everywhere . (Wool f 145) 
When The Good Earth achieved an immediate worldwide 
popul arity , some chauvinistic Chinese critics attacked 
the novel as inaccurate . They resented having peasants 
treated as representative of China and its people . Buck 
tactful ly defended her stand , po inting out that·the 
representat ive vo ice of China was not that of the two 
12 
percent of intel lectual s ,  but that of the vast maj ority 
of common people . 
· In China , through its long history of l iterature , 
the novel was not acknowledged as a formal form of 
l iterature . The true l iterary forms were considered to 
be those of verse , written in Wen-li , the class ical 
language , which only el ite scholars wrote and studied . 
Novel s  were for common people , written in the everyday 
speech of the ill iterates . In her Nobel lecture , Buck 
said : 
Happi ly for the Chinese novel , it was not 
cons idered by the scholar as l iterature . . . . .  
The Chinese novel was free . It grew as it 
l iked out of its own soil , the common peop l e , 
nurtured by that heart iest o f  sunshine , 
popular approval ,  and untouched by the cold 
and frosty winds of the scholar ' s  art . ( The 
Chinese Novel 363) 
Buck ' s  deep love for those people , who were 
nurtured by "that heart iest of sunshine , "  was mani fested 
most evidently in her heartwarming stories of Chinese 
peasants . According to Al fred Kaz in ,  Cather ' s  love for 
foreign immigrants "grew from a simple affection" for 
her own kind into a reverence for the qual ities they 
represented . " ( Kaz in , On Nat ive Ground 2 5 0 ) Buck shows a 
�, U H l A Y 
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Both o f  the writers being women , some spec ial 
speculation may be added as to how their feminine 
qual ities have affected or have not affected their works 
and their careers as writers . 
In the long history o f  male-dominated l iterature , 
the distinguished achievements o f  Willa Cather and Pearl 
Buck are undoubtedly noteworthy . 
. ' 
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CHAPTER 1 : THE THEME OF LAND IN LITERATURE 
1 .  The Theme of Land in the Traditional Literature o f  
Nature 
It is a striking fact that in the history of 
Western cultures , as J . D . Frodsham points out , "Whereas 
western society did not real ly begin to appreciate 
l andscape unti l  the middl e of the seventeenth century or 
so , the Chinese had attained a similar level o f  
understanding some fi fteen hundred years earl ier . " ( 19 3 ) 
Frodsham further comments , "Whereas in China the amalgam 
of  Nee-Taoism and Buddhism provided a secure 
phi losophical foundat ion for excurs ions �nto nature 
mysticism , the European movement had no sounder bel iefs 
to fal l  back on than a vague pantheism:" ( 19 7 ) The 
indigenous closeness to nature of the Chinese people has 
been supported by the ir two great rel igious traditions , 
Tao ism and Buddhism for more than fifteen hundred years . 
Chinese nature poetry especial ly has been influenced by 
those rel igions . 
In Buddhism ,  the landscape is  cons idered to ba " one 
of  the Three Bodies of Buddha , or Body of the 
Law" (Miller , James Whipple 2 4 )  and contemplation of 
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nature is cons idered to be a rel igious exercise . In 
Tao ism , it is  taught that the Way 
·
of  Li fe should be in 
accordance with the Way o f  Nature , because "Tao is  the 
a l l -embracing first princ iple through which all things 
are brought into being , " and "Nature is not just a 
symbol o f  the Tao but the Tao itsel f . "(Fung 17 8 )  Thus , 
in Chinese culture , the contemplation of nature has been 
one of the most s igni ficant practices in the rel igious 
and philosophical l ives of the people .  
According to Frodsham , the first Engl ish poem 
deal ing purely with landscape was " Cooper ' s  Hil l "  
written by Sir John Denham i n  1 6 4 2 . ( 1 9 9 ) In A History 
of British Poetry , F .  st . John Corbett c�l led the work 
"the first example in the history of Engl ish poetry o f  
what i s  cal l ed topographical verse . " ( 15 )  The nature 
celebrated in the poem was the domesticated countryside; 
Cooper ' s  Hill on the Thames not far from Richmond . 
James Thompson ' s  "The Seasons " ( 17 2 6-3 0 )  was an epoch­
making work . It was the first poem which looked at the 
wi ld landscape with new appreciation . Kenneth Hopkins 
po ints out that , "Thompson was the first poet of nature 
- the first , that is , to write of nature for its own 
sake , and from a love of fields , birds , clouds and the 
process ion of the months . "  Hopkins further explains 
that , " Plenty of poets , from Langland onw�rds , had given 
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vignettes , gl impses ,  of the countryside , or had noted .. 
the beauty of a flower or a snowflake • . .  but these were 
inc idental beauties in works des igned to other 
ends . "(2 19 ) "The S easons " a l so " set the tone for the 
rest of e ighteenth century Engl ish nature poetry right 
up to Wordsworth , with its moral i z ing , its didactic 
intent . "(Frodsham 1 9 9 ) Wordsworth , the most prominent 
preacher of Nature , emphas i z ed the importance of harmony 
with nature as did the Chinese nature poets . However , 
the most s igni ficant di fference between the Engl ish 
nature poets and the Chinese nature poets l ies in this 
"moral i z ing , didactic intent . "  Chinese poetry seldom 
mora l i zes and nature poems are never didactic; the 
Chinese poets never searched for sp iritual values in 
nature as their Engl ish counterparts did . The ethical 
consciousness exi sts in both traditions . But while the 
Engl ish poet "used" landscape as an obj ect of his 
ethical contemplation , the Chinese poets never exploit 
the scene . They accepted landscape as sel f-complete , 
sel f-interpret ing . The Chinese poets are " scene­
conscious , "  as James w. Mi l ler noted , while " sel f­
consciousness and introspection are the cornerstone of 
(Engl ish] romantic poetry . "(2 3 2 ) By los ing the 
distinction between himsel f  and the outside world ,  the 
Chinese poet sees the world , not as a mass of unrelated 
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individual beings , but as one complete , relevant whole . 
The polari z at ion between sel f and Nature in Western 
culture can be traced back to the early Greek 
phi losophers , such as Plato and Aristotle . They 
regarded man as separated from the rest of the world ,  
taking Nature into his manageable domain , reducing it 
into. a rational i z ed ,  understandable unity . As Yu- lan 
Fung pointed out , "A very important feature of modern 
western history has been the consciousness by the ego of 
itsel f . "(Fung 3 )  By separating the world into the ego 
and the non-ego , Western men have been al ienating the 
sel f from surrounding nature . 
On the other hand , Eastern culture has stressed 
"sel f-effacement , "  "having no sel f , " pointing out that 
only a sel f-oblivious rel ation to nature can lead one to 
a perfect union with nature . They teach their fol lowers 
to " exercise ful ly what you have received from Nature 
without any subj ective viewpoint . " ( Chan 4 9 ) When one is 
freed from sel f-consciousness , one wil l  no longer feel 
the barrier between onesel f and the outs ide world and 
wil l  identi fy onesel f with everything in nature . 
In this consc iousness , freed from any intel l ectual 
interference , the Easte·rn poet hears and sees that of 
which he is otherwise unaware . Making his mind empty , 
he can rece ive Tao , the first principle of 
19 
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existence . (Fung 2 9 1 )  To the European poets , the mind 
was primary , but to the Chinese poets , the mind is j ust 
an obstacle to prevent the natural operation of things . 
Denying the ego's superiority over nature , the Chinese 
nature poet made l andscape poetry pure , non- interferent 
and sel f-complete� Hence , there is " no animating 
imagery , no pathetic fal lacy in Chinese nature 
poetry , "(Frodsham 2 14 )  and the poet can see l andscape 
without any gui lt or fear . 
Consequently , Engl ish Romantic poetry was a record 
of one's development and attainment of higher 
perception , a trans formation of one's original 
experience . Chinese nature poetry , on the other hand , 
was the record of immediate sensations and feel ings of 
actual experiences in nature . 
The crucial criterion of the spiritual values in 
both Cather's and Buck's works is this significant 
di fference between Eastern culture and Western culture 
in the ir relationship to nature . 
Especially in her later works , Cather introduced 
Southwestern Indian culture , which has an amaz ing 
simil arity to Chinese culture in regard to attitudes 
toward nature . In Death. Comes for the Archbishop,  
Father Latour was deeply moved by the reverence-his 
Indian companion Eusab io showed to nature when they 
travel led together in the Southwestern desert : 
Father Latour j udged that j ust as it was the 
white man's way to assert himsel f in any 
landscape , to change it , make it over a l ittle 
( at least to leave some mark or memorial of 
his soj ourn , )  it was the Indian's way to pass 
through a country without disturbing anything; 
to pass and leave no trace l ike fish through 
the water , or birds through the a ir . ( 2 7 1 )  
Here , as with the Chinese , there i s  no impos ition 
of sel f upon nature . Their attitude is supported by 
rel igious reverence to nature . When the bishop decided 
to build his own cathedral , it was one "to vanish into 
the landscape , not to stand out against it , " ( 2 7 1 )  l ike 
the Hop i villages or the Navaho hogans . 
Ivar in 0 Pioneers! was depicted to have the 
s imilar attitude toward nature . " Ivar had l ived for 
three years in the clay bank , without defil ing the face 
of Nature any more than the coyote that had l ived there 
before him had done . " ( 3 2 )  However , his unusual att itude 
toward nature was cons idered " eccentric" and "dangerous" 
and he was cal l ed " Crazy Ivar . " 
In  her later works· Cather shows understanding of 
and deep sympathy to "the-Indian ' s  way . " Her frontier 
novels , however ,  show merely a more s imple emotions, 
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and childl ike innocent responses to nature , or at most , 
something l ike "vague pantheism . "  (Frodsham 197} 
Al exandra acknowledges "divine" force in her l and , but 
it is still  an intuitive , incommunicable perception , 
different from the common ethical rel igious 
consciousness of the Chinese and the Indians . 
. Joy and a ffection for the beauty of nature are the 
major moods in those early works . A feel ing of 
spacelessness l eads the young hearts to a sense of 
freedom . In My Antonia , young Jim's impress ion of this 
new vast land was that " the world ended here : only the 
ground and sun and sky were left , " (1 6 )  and " sunflower­
bordered roads always seem to me the roads to 
freedom . "(2 9 ) · In  this tremendous sense of freedom , 
those young hearts s imply rejoiced in beautiful nature , 
feel ing the ir young vital ity natural ly attuned to the 
l i fe-force of nature . It might al so be the feel ing of 
the young author hersel f; Cather recol l ected later that 
"whenever I crossed the Missouri River coming into 
Nebraska the very smel l  of the soi l  tore me to 
pieces . "(Bennett , 5 1 )  The young , sens itive hearts 
responded to the beauty and the vital ity of the vast 
land , but hadn't yet atta ined a more profound rel igious 
percept ion of nature . 
In The Good Earth , in addition to Wang Lung's deep 
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love and pass ion for the land , Buck also introduced this  
indigenous r�l igious p iety of Chinese peasants toward 
their  " Earth God . " Thi s  p iety i s  most sacredly dep icted 
in the f irst chapter about young Wang Lung and his 
newlywed wi fe 0- lan . on his wedding day , Wang Lung 
decided that "he would buy a stick of incense and place 
it in the l ittle temple to the Earth God . On a day ·l ike ) 
this he would do it . "(lO) Later in the day , on their 
way home , this newly married Chinese peasant and his 
former-slave wi fe stood before the gods of their fields : 
He stuck them[sticks of incense] s ide by s ide 
in the ashes of other sticks of incense that 
were heaped before the gods , for the whole 
neighborhood worshipped these two small  
figures . . . .  When the ash grew heavy she 
leaned over and with her forefinger she pushed 
the head of ash away . Then as though fearful 
for what she had done , she looked quickly at 
Wang Lung , her eyes dumb . But there was 
something he l iked in her movement . It was as 
though she felt that the incense belonged to 
them both; it was a moment of marriage . They 
stood there in· complete silence , s ide by s ide , 
while the incense smouldered into ashes . "{25 ) 
The passage tact ful ly demonstrates that the man and 
woman , who first met on their wedding day and became a 
couple without any festive ceremony , achieved the ir 
sincere commitment as husband and wife through their 
common devotion to their Earth God , which would be the 
divine center in thei r  l ives as peasants . As Chinese 
nature poets revered nature , these uneducated Chinese 
peasants also knew their place in nature . By showing 
their reverence for this D ivine force , peasants prayed 
that their own land would be rewarded with good harvest . 
The pastoral tradition in its ideal i z ation of 
nature is s imilar to Romanticism in its searching for 
permanent values in nature . As R. c. Harris explains , 
"the basis of pastoral l iterature is contrast , and the 
bas ic contrast . . .  is between rural and urban , simple 
and complex . "(9 ) ·The sophisticated city man comes from 
the outer world of turmoil and anxiety . He tries to 
learn the ideal of the good l i fe from the country people 
who obtain a state of contentment and mental sel f­
sufficiency . (Harris 9 )  The more complicated l i fe has 
deprived city man of the fundamental values of nature . 
Structural ly , the story of My Antonia wel l  f its this 
characteristic pattern of the pastoral tradition. The 
evidence most widely used in this interpretat ion of 
Cather ' s  works is her repeated re ference to Virgil . We 
surely cannot overlook the importance of the epigraph o f  
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My Antonia : " Optima dies • • •  prima fugit , :  the best days 
are the fir�t to flee "  taken from · virgil's Georgics , 
I I I , 6 6- 6 7 . The elegiac tone of this passage indicates 
that the book is about " the best days " of Jim Burden , at 
which he was nostalgical ly looking back . 
The di ff ident city l awyer Jim Burden returned to 
the Midwest prairie landscape of his childhood , to 
" reaf firm his weakened sense of sel f and purpose and to 
regain some degree of personal contentment . "(Harris 9 )  
In the simple , harmonious l i fe o f  his. childhood friend 
Antonia on her farm , J im found the values he had longed 
for . In Antonia's happy family with her brood of 
children , he recogn i z ed the state of contentment and 
"the deepest peace , " (3 4 1 )  which gave him " spiritual 
regeneration and atonement . "(Harris 10 ) Jim also 
recognized "the sense of coming home" to himsel f . (3 7 1 )  
However , Jim Burden also acknowledged that what he had 
longed for ex isted only in "the incommunicable 
past . " ( 3 7 2 )  Thus , in the clos ing section of the story , 
he could not escape from gloomy melancholy , because in 
the pastoral tradition his tormented ego can never find 
any comfort from his searching into the past . 
In the Pastoral , as in Romanticism ,  the ma in 
concern is understanding li fe with the help bf the 
fundamental laws of nature. Again there arises a 
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problem o f  sel f-consc iousness . Even though both 
traditions recogn i z e  the permanent value of the rural 
l i fe ,  this sel f-conscious approach does not necessarily 
lead the dissociated soul to sel f-sufficient and 
peaceful unity with nature . 
2 .  The The�e of Common People in the Traditional 
Literature 
The main characters in both sets of stories o f  the 
land are not the middle-class el ites of towns or 
intel lectuals who had dominated the l iterary worlds of 
East and West , but common farmers , immigrant pioneers or 
Chinese peasants . Because of the choice of 
protagonists , these novel s have been examined as 
Natural i sm or Popul ism by some critics . Cather's 
b iographer , E . K . Brown , indicated that- Cather was 
influenced by the Popul ist Movement , espec ial ly its main 
concept o f  " noble farmer . " { Brown , A Critical Biography 
3 2 ) But John H .  Randal l  I I I  was actually the first 
maj or crit ic who examined the Popul ist influence in 
Cather's works more in deta il . 
According to Randall , one o f  the ma in concepts o f  
Popul ism i s  the "ideal i z ation o f  the virtuous yeoman 
till ing an agrarian Garden of Eden . " ( The Landscape and 
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the Looking Glass , 7 )  Randal l  saw this glorificat ion of 
the farm l ife" in the f inal section of My Antonia . 
Antonia's husband represents the virtuous yeoman and 
Antonia hersel f  the earth goddess . Randal l  further 
commented that Cather presented " a  highly idea l i z ed 
version of the pursuit of agriculture , stressing its 
attractiveness as a way of l iving . "(Randall , Looking 
Glass 7 )  This ideal i z at ion of farm l i f·e can be eas ily 
understood from its pol itical background . The 
interpretation presented here , there fore , seems to be 
mere idea l ization for its own sake , rather superficial 
and unconvincing ideal i z ation , because of its clear 
pol itical intention . Cather may have shared the 
essential bel ief in the agrarian virtues , but her works 
ins ist that sol id humanistic bases support those 
virtues . 
Cather's attack on expropriators , -such as money 
lenders , grain and stock buyers , and other bus iness 
people in general is more directly related to the 
popul ist movement , and therefore a more convinc ing 
appeal for it . Those who " farmed the farmers" (Cherny 
2 0 8 )  were not only an economic threat to agricultural 
l i fe ,  but also "trampled the flower of agrarian 
virtue . "· (Randall , Looking- Glass 10 ) Cather's concern 
was , of course ,  about thi s  degenerative force upon the 
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agrarian virtues she strongly supported . 
Robert ·w. Cherny examined Popul ism's influence in 
Cather's work from a di fferent point of view .  Cherny 
bel ieved that Cather was against the movement , because 
of the " characteriz ation of Populists as l azi ne'er-do­
wel l s  prone to blame others for their mis fortunes . "(2 0 9 )  
In Q Pioneers! , Cherny found Lou Bergson and Frank · 
Shabata a s  examples of those Popul ists who were not hard 
workers but "the pol itical agitators of the 
country. "(2 1 0 )  Cherny said My Antonia is a better 
example , for the heroine was mistreated or vict imized by 
"obj ects of the Popul ists• anger : land speculator(Peter 
Kraj iek) , grain buyer(Christian Harl ing ) , money­
lender(Wick Cutter) , and the ra ilroad (Larry 
Donovan ) . "(2 14 ) However ,  Cherny a l so agreed that 
Cather's portrayals of those antagonists are not fitted 
to those of the Popul ist campaigners; rather they are 
dep icted "as merely one person moved by human emotions 
such as greed ( Kraj iek and Donovan ) ,  lust(Cutter ) ,  or 
s imply a des ire to ma intain decorum(Harl ing ) . " ( 2 14 )  
Cherny also stressed the fact that Antonia's redempt ion 
is achieved not through col lective action of the 
Popul ists , "but through · indiv idual hard work . " (215 ) 
Thus the importance of Popul i sm in Cather's works 
is not that she was pol itical ly motivated by the 
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movement ,  but that her interest in farmers' l ives was in 
their  humanistic response in and to that l i fe , not in 
the pol itical conception and meaning of that l i fe . 
Cather despised Popul ists not because she was 
pol itically against their principles , but because 
" Popul ists were the slack farmers " who did not " l ive by 
the _sweat of the brow , "(Cherny 2 15 )  the ethic of hard 
work Cather admires most in farmers . 
Buck acknowledged the influence of Naturalism ,  
especially from Zola . Her documentary , obj ective 
approach to the subj ect material and her focus on common 
earthy people in the lower social and economic class are 
traits of Natural ism .  Oscar Cargill  compared Buck's The 
Good Earth with Zol a's La Terre , and observed that the 
s imilarities were not merely in titles but in her 
s imple , unaffected style and in her dispassionate and 
control led tone . (14 8 ) However , the important di fference 
between other Natural i sts and Buck can be found in their 
special manipulation of the material s .  Naturalists 
emphas i z ed the miserable ,  sordid l i fe conditions of 
these impoverished people in order to stress the notion 
that they were victims of their environment and 
heredity . Buck merely -tried to describe their l ives 
without any intent ion of emphas i z ing or minimiz ing the ir 
conditions . 
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Moreover , compared to the Natural i sts' pess imistic 
determinism; Buck's world has a more affirmative , 
optimistic view of l i fe and more freedom . In her novels 
there is  a bel i�f that through hard work and human 
initiative , di fficulties and problems can be overcome 
and despair subdued . (Carg i l l  1 4 8 -4 9 )  Through hard work 
and .dedicat ion , Wang Lung became prosperous enough to be 
a landlord and his wi fe 0-lan became a mistress to 
Cuckoo who used to bul ly her when 0-lan was a kitchen 
slave in the House of Hwang . Even though her characters 
are under the influence of fate , Buck stressed "the rol e  
of free wil l i n  shaping one's fate . "(Yu 3 6 )  In  Buck's 
world , people are not tied down by society's 
restrict ions; there are many fortunate chances to reach 
out to their dreams when people are constructive and 
enthusiastic and dil igently work toward their goal s .  
Cather also made her p ioneer heroines triumph over their 
environment " by force o f  wil l "  instead of al lowing them 
to surrender to the ir environment as Dreiser's 
do. (Hartwick 4 0 2 ) 
Instead of preaching " class warfare to attract 
attention to the poor , "(Monroe 2 3 6 )  Cather and Buck 
simply presented the hardworking farmers and their l ives 
just as they were; such s·traight and sincere 
presentations must have a stronger ef fect on their 
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readers than manipulated presentations . 
As we have observed , neither· Cather's nor Buck's 
choice of common people as  protagonists had any 
particular political or social intention . They may have 
shared some similar characteristics with the works of 
those movements , but the primary motives of these two 
writers were purely personal , based on their experiences 
and their views of human society . . 
Hence , the guiding princ ipl e  in understanding the ir 
works is humanity , in other words , the humanistic point 
of view . To this approach , the mythical tradition would 
give us the most useful interpretation , because myth 
would most successful ly present the humanistic aspects 
in the stories of land , explaining human values , 
especial ly those of common people . Actual ly ,  most of 
Cather's critics have been partly or total ly devoted to 
this mythic interpretation , for it seems to be the most 
effect ive approach to her works . 
One of the most important interpretations of land 
in the mythic tradition is the idea of the earth as the 
source of fert i l ity .  The vegetation myth interprets 
human death and birth by the cycle of nature . In this 
cycl� , birth is regarded as rebirth and death is j ust a 
temporary repose be fore being born again . As one year ' s  
6rop dies and the next year's crop repl aces it , even 
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though the individual dies , life continues through 
regeneration . The eternal beauty of the creative force 
of this rich earth is the most important conception of 
land in this mythic tradition . 
In Cather's frontier novels , both Al exandra and 
Antonia were presented as figures of an " earth goddess . "  
Their creative force as expressed in childbearing and 
success ful farming was the sign of this fertility 
goddess . Al exandra created the huge ordered farm and 
her l i fe-long friend and husband-to-be Carl Linstrum 
pointed out· that "it is in the soil that she expres ses 
hersel f best . "(7 3 ) 
Antonia is a more complete figure of the earth 
goddess , for her human fecundity , her happy motherhood , 
was in accordance with the fertility of her land . As 
many critics have pointed out , the last chapter of MY 
Antonia most effectively presents this-vegetation myth . 
There is one small , but remarkable scene in this 
chapter : 
We turned to leave the cave; Antonia and I 
went up the stairs first , and the children 
wa ited . . . .  when they all  came running up the 
steps together ,  big and little , tow heads and 
gold heads and brown , and flashing l ittle 
naked legs; a veritable explos ion of l i fe out 
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of the dark cave into the sunl ight . It made 
me diz zy for a moment . ( 338 -339 ) 
As James E .  Mil l er observed , this is a remarkabl e  
image o f  the " the explosion of l i fe out o f  the dark 
womb . " ( 4 8 0 )  Antonia's contented motherhood is· based on 
the essent ial princ iple of fertil ity in the old 
vege.tation myth . As the l i fe force in the earth is· 
continual ly renewed and carried on in the perpetual 
cycle of the year , human l i fe also will carry on through 
children , generation a fter generation . 
In The House of Earth trilogy , Buck also 
acknowledged thi s  essent ial principle of pass ing l i fe 
from generation to generation . Even a fter her husband ' s  
love had been trans ferred to his mistress , 0-lan could 
�eep her pride as the mother of Wang Lung ' s  sons who 
would carry on l i fe in the future . Her last wish before 
her death was to get her eldest son married so that he 
could beget his son , 0-lan ' s  grandson . In this 
patriarchal society , l i fe was carried on through the 
paternal l ineage , even though mothers actual ly kept the 
continuity as propagators and as actual l inks between 
past and future . 
We can see a similar scene in Buck ' s  simple story , 
The Mother ,  which depicts traditional womanhood . Even 
though her l i fe had been a series of suffering a fter 
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suf fering , this "riniversal "  mother final ly found her j oy 
and triumph-when she held her first grandchild , because 
she knew that her l i fe would carry on through thi s  
chi ld . 
For both 0-lan and " The Mother , "  their 
grandmotherhood is especially important because in 
archetypal interpretation , "the grandmother is a more 
exalted rank which trans forms her into a 'Great 
Mother . '"(Jung 1 0 2 ) 
In Cather's short story , "Ne ighbor Ros icky , " Anton 
Ros icky also represents " the l inking of the past and the 
future . "(Harper 6 3 ) He died peaceful ly , knowing his son 
would soon have a child , Ros icky's grandchild . He was 
buried in the graveyard close to where his horses 
worked , where l i fe goes on . It was not l ike city 
cemeteries , "cities of the dead , cities of the 
forgotten , of the 'put away . '"(7 1 )  
In the vegetat ion myth , the pattern of l i fe on 
earth including human l i fe matches the cycle of the 
sea sons . In winter , the t ime of the death of the year , 
a l l  l ife goes back into the earth , wa iting to be born in 
spring . Spring is the time of birth , and summer is the 
t ime of growth; fal l  i s-the time of maturity , but also 
the start of decl ine l eading to the winter of death . 
Jim Burden in My Anton ia laments , " it is the tragic 
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nature of time to bring l i fe to fruit ion through 
hardship and struggle only to precipitate the decl ine 
and·ultimately death . "(7 7 ) However Cather also stresses 
that winter is merely the time of " repose , "  " in which 
Nature recuperates ,  in which she sinks to sleep between 
the fruitfulness of autumn and the pass ion of spring . " { O 
Pioneers ! 159 ) This ever-recurring renewal ,  this 
perpetual rhythmic cycle also is particularly an 
Eastern view of l i fe . I n  Buddhism l i fe itsel f is 
perceived by this cyc l ic form through reincarnation . 
Human destiny also is under this cycl ic force , that is , 
the law of retribution or nature in the perpetual return 
to the beginning . 
In Wang's trilogy , House of Earth , this cycl ic form 
is strongly present . Wang Lung's youngest son rebel l ed 
aga inst his father's wish to make him a farmer and 
became a warlord . Wang Lung's grandson , Yuan , whom his 
father tra ined to be a warlord , became interested in 
farming and became an agriculturist; the wheel of fate 
came ful l around . Wang Lung came from the land and to 
the courts of his city house but went back to his old 
earthen house and to his l and when he knew his death was 
coming near . Wang Lung·bel ieved that "out of land we 
came and into it we must go . "(3 7 4 -3 7 5 )  
As Jung pointed out , the concept o f  reb irth i s  an 
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evidence of universal "hope of immortal ity , " and 
moreover ,  it expresses " the primordial affirmation of 
mankind . "(116 - 117 ) The mythic tradition and the Buddhist 
tradition mystically coincide in rebirth myths and give 
us the essential ideas of human existence through the 
interpretation of.the theme of l and . 
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CHAPTER TWO : HUMANI ZED LAND 
One land was a new , untamed· l and; the tiller was 
j ust transplanted from another continent . The other 
l and was an old , famil iar land; forefathers of the 
til ler had toiled on s ince the immemorial past . 
However , both lands woul d never yield to lazy hands ; 
never bless the t il l er with abundant harvest , unless the 
farmers loved the land , because both authors' lands were 
"humanized land . " 
1 .  Humani z ed Land 
In both American Midwestern p ioneers' l ives and 
Chinese peasants• l ives , the land was the source of 
their hopes and dreams; what is more important , the l and 
was the re flection of their spiritual quests . 
When Alexandra Bergson decided to honor her 
father's wish to cultivate the harsh , untamed land , this 
decis ion was also the beginning of her spiritual quest . 
Her father John Bergson " recognized the strength of 
wil l "  and "the s imple ,  direct way of thinking things 
out"(2 1 )  in his daughter and gave her , rather than his 
sons , ful l  responsibi l ities over the land . Alexandra 
promised him, "We will , father . We will never lose the 
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land . " ( 2 3 ) She had a strong body to endure the hard 
work and also had spiritual strength to overco�e 
hardships and to cling to the soil . · When many pioneer 
famil ies gave up and moved away from the ir land in the 
three long years of drought and the following crop 
fai lures , Alexandra pers istently stayed on her land , 
rej ecting her brothers' wish to sell the land and to 
move to another city . 
[This s ituation was the actual historical fact in 
the Nebraska frontier in the 1 8 7 0's . In the hard times 
of droughts ,  grasshopper plagues and great prairie fires 
"some grew discouraged and moved back east , but others 
stayed , worked harder ,  saved , and kept the ir 
homes . " ( Sheldon 3 3 6 )  As Frederick J .  Hoffman commented 
about those early settlers , " they must possess a power 
which enables them to outstay temporary disappointments , 
to accept the haEdships of nature on its own terms and 
fight it by endurin�. "{5 6 ) In general , the early 
frontier l i fe was always a confrontation with severe 
real ity . No weakl ings , either phys ical or spiritual , 
could ever prosper or even survive in this harsh 
wilderness) Antonia's father , Mr . Shemerda , shows us 
. . . / one cruel example of weakness by h1s su1c 1de . �In 
Hi story and Stories of Nebraska , A .  E .  Shelden tel l s  
this human real ity a s  historical truth : 
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Those who held on to their land through 
hardship and suffering , . with heart strong and 
faith firm in the future of Nebraska , l ived to 
see the�r l�ter years made glad by generous 
crops and happy homes . (3 3 8 ) J? 
S ince the fa.rmers' fate is always at the mercy of 
nature , the problems of hardships are universal 
experiences of farmers .:) In the Chinese novel The Good 
Earth , the drought also struck the Wangs and their 
vil lage . The following famine a ffected all of the 
village and the rumor started that some were eating 
human flesh . Wang Lung had clung to his land t i l l  the 
last moment but f inal ly decided to go into exile to the 
South . He felt a strong respons ibil ity for his 
chi ldren , assuring himsel f that " at least he has the 
l and . "(62 ) 
(rn addition to " endurance "  and " s..trength , "  another 
.f- o-·.t� 
important qual ity required of the pioneers and the 
Chinese peasants was love for the land they cultivated . 
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Toil ing i n  the f ields , Wang Lung held deep love and 
pass ion for the land . Even in his days of exile in the 
southern city , thoughts of his land never left him : "the 
thought of it lying there waiting for him ,  rich with the 
spring rains , fil led him with des ire"(8 3 )  and peace . ) 
Th� same deep love and pass ion for the land can be 
found in the heroines of Cather's front ier novels . The 
fol lowing scene ia also in a hard time of crop fai lure . 
� 
Having toured the neighboring farms to examine the ir 
condition and coming back to her own land , Alexandra 
felt strong happiness fill ing up her heart . · Her young 
brother , Emil , wondered why his sister looked so happy : 
For the first time , perhaps , since that land 
emerged from the waters of geologic ages , a 
human face was set toward it with love and 
yearning . It seemed beauti ful to her , rich 
and strong and glorious . Her eyes drank in 
the breadth of it , until her tears bl inded 
her . (5 6 )  
).This deep " love and yearning" �f both hero and 
(-
heroine �award the l and seems to be one of the most 
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powerful forces which dominate those stories of l and . 
Closely associated with this " love and yearn ing , "  
J u-. r  vv--uv 
another signi f icant qual ity required of the pioneers and 
peasants is intuit ion to be able to feel identification 
with the land they till  and plow . Wang Lung bel ieved 
that " land is one's flesh and blood . "(55 ) and Alexandra 
felt " as if her heart were hiding down there , somewhere , 
with the quail and the. plover and all the l ittle wild 
things that crooned or buz z ed in the sun . Under the 
long shaggy ridges , she felt the future stirring . " ( 62 }  
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Alexandra al so knew , through her intuition , the 
promise of the land , the mysterious l i fe force of the 
land which other farmers , including her brothers , could 
not perceive . Al exandra told her brother that " I can't 
explain that , Lou . You'l l have to take my word for it . 
I know , that's all . When you drive about over the 
country you can feel it coming . "(5 8 ) Confident in her 
intuition , she took the initiative and expanded her 
land . She was the first to plant a l fal fa , the first to 
sow wheat , the first to bui ld a s ilo , the first to buy 
land in vast acreage . The aspiration of this pioneer 
woman merged with the promise of the land and brought 
out prosperity . The creative force of the l and 
responded to .the creative energy of Alexandra and 
offered rich harvest . 
The land , responding to this love and pass ion " bent 
./----
lower than it ever bent to a human wi�l before , "(5 6 )  and 
brought the t i l ler a rich harvest and the deepest peace . 
He felt the j oy of ful fil lment in the success ful 
completion of human endeavors . This absolute peace is 
the ultimate goal of the spiritual quest . In MY 
Antonia , the contentment and peace we can observe in the 
cuz ak family through the eyes of Jim Burden , most 
e ffectively present this final goal , the atta inment of 
the spiritual quest through toi l on the land . 
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My Antonia al so presents us a good example of a 
farmer's spiritual quest on the l and in his rel at·ionship 
to the land � In  My Antonia , the heroine also takes the 
responsibil ity to work on the l and with her brother 
a fter her father's death . Her vital ity and her strength 
enable her to endure the hardships and to work l ike a 
man : 
I can work l ike mans now . My mother can't say 
no more how Ambrosch do all  and nobody to help 
him . I can work as much as him . (l2 3 )  
Antonia's determination to cultivate and prosper 
on the land was supported by her special vital ity , which 
was one of her most prec ious qual ities . However , she 
was still  immature and not ready to achieve a harmonious 
relationship with the land . Her toi l ing on the land not 
only made her appearance coarse , but also hardened her 
heart . It was a fter she had strayed into town and had 
mis fortune and returned to the land again that she 
real ly forged a true rel ationship with her land . Now as 
a matured woman , as a mother of a child ,  she could more 
eas ily attune her heart to the creative force of the 
land . 
Jim Burden saw her· toil ing in the field , several 
years a fter her catastrophe . " She was thinner than I 
had ever seen her , . . .  but there was a new kind of 
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strength in the gravity o f  her face" { 3 19 ) . This spec ial 
new strength came to her through her recognition that 
her . l ife real ly bel onged to the land � Antonia told J im 
that "I'd always be miserable in a city . I l ike to be 
where I know every stack and tree , and where · a l l  the 
ground is friend1y . I want to l ive and die here"(3 2 0 ) . 
And , o f  course , another source o f  strength came from her 
new motherhood . " I'm going to see that my l ittl e  girl . 
has a better chance than ever I had . I'm going to
.
take 
care of that girl "(3 2 0- 2 1 ) . Her love for her fatherless 
daughter and her respons ibil ity to this l ittle l i fe 
undoubtedly strengthened her inj ured , but sti l l  aspiring 
soul . 
The detailed descriptions of her productive years , 
both as mother and as a farmer , are not given to us , but 
what we see in her middle age ful ly demonstrates and 
testifies to her hardworking years and the succeeding 
triumph and happ iness . " She was a battered woman now , 
imagination . "(3 5 3 ) Standing in her ordered orchard , she 
can "make you feel the goodness of planting and tending 
and harvesting at last . " (3 5 3 ) Her vital ity , warmth and 
fertil ity are the values of l and which she has 
cultivated and with which she identifies . 
Through these two pioneer heroines and their 
relationship to the land , Cather asserted �he spiritual 
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values in the pioneer l i fe and passionately showed her 
faith in humanity . These frontier novels , even though 
they have special settings , strongly demonstrate 
universal moral values through universal human 
experiences relating to the l and . Through thi s  
universal ity ,  Cather's frontier novels are closely 
l inked with Buck's stories of Chinese peasants . 
In  The Good Earth , as in Cather's stories of 
p ioneer women stories , a l l  the virtues come from the 
l and ." - The dramatic diversity of Wang Lung's l ife is 
clearly paralleled by his rel ationship to the l and . In 
his early hardworking days , Wang Lung showed dil igence 
and honest sincerity , keeping human integrity by l iving 
close to the . land . Even though he had to exi le himsel f  
to the southern c ity to survive with his family in the 
t.ime of famine , he could keep his human dignity , because 
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his resolve to return to his land kept him strong . Wang 
Lung endured everything , from the shame of begging to 
the back-breaking but scantly paid j ob of riksha driver , 
plus hunger and the sordid l i fe of exiles . Pushed 
together in the shade of c ity wal ls , other city beggers 
longed for material comfort , but Wang Lung's dream and 
aspiration was to go back to his own land and to make it 
fruitful and prosperous . . When an accidental fortune 
gave him a chance to go back to his land , he also got a 
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chance to make his aspiration come true . Arriving at 
his old land , he " looked across the land , his owri l and , 
lying loose and fresh from the winter's free z ing ,  and 
ready for planting . . . •  the quiescent , waiting 
l and"(l4 6 ) . 
However , his spiritual decl ine started after he 
acquired prosperity and quit working on the land . ·Even 
though the money steadily came in from his tenants , and 
his wealth kept accumulat ing , spiritual debil ity 
increased in his family . Wang Lung tried to make the 
best of his three sons , but none of them turned out to 
be a respectable successor , and his wealthy home was 
never freed from petty family probl ems . It was only 
when he returned to his old earthen house close to his 
l and that he final ly had his peace . 
� / The story is clearly the confirmation of the 
universal values of the land : the values of l iving close 
to the land , the importance of dil igent toil , endurance 
and endeavor . Till ing the soil leads to all the 
virtues , because the earth is good itsel f . 
.._ 
�- Then the eternal immutabil ity of the land leads the 
temporal human existence to the infinite , to " something 
complete and whole . "  Farmers feel at one with the land 
they plow and they rej oice at the idea they wil l  be part 
of the land someday. In his clos ing days , Wang Lung 
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" stooped sometimes and gathered some of the earth up ·in 
his hand and he sat thus and held_ it in his hand ,- and it 
seemed full . of l i fe between his fingers . " (3 7 3 ) He was 
content , for he knew that "his good coffin" was-there 
and that " the kind earth waited without haste until  he 
came to it . " (3 7 3 ) _ Wang Lung and the good earth "belong 
to each other in origin and they will become one again 
with the death he wil l  meet with tranquil ity . " (Frenz 
3 5 3 ) The clos ing passage of Q Pioneers! also expresses 
this -idea in a beaut i ful poetic tone : " Fortunate 
country , that is one day to receive hearts l ike 
Alexandra's into its bosom , to give them out aga in in 
the yel low wheat , in the rustl ing corn , in the shining 
eyes of youth! " ( 2 6 2 ) I 
Once they merge themselves with the l and , the vast 
land gives them tremendous freedom . When Wang's 
youngest son told of the revolutionary war , Wang Lung 
said with wondering that "our land is free al ready - a l l  
our good land i s  free . I don't know what freedom you 
des ire more than you have"(3 5 3 ) . Their unity with the 
land al ready transcends social and historical 
restrictions , because they are governed by the immutable 
law of nature . The freedom Alexandra found in her own 
land after she had been through tragedy and the 
fol lowing depress ion shows the loving , curative force 
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the l and reveals to the one who belongs to it . In the 
clos ing scene of 0 Pioneers! , Alexandra confessed that , 
" I  was glad to come back to it . . . .  There is great peace 
here , Carl , and freedom . . • .  ! thought when I came out o f  
that prison , where poor Frank is , that I should never 
feel free again . But I do , here . 11 ( 2 6 0 )  Both o f  them 
agreed that Alexandra bel ongs "to the land , • .  now .more 
than ever . 11 ( 2 6 0 )  
We can observe the same consol ing , curative e ffect 
on Antonia when she was toi l ing on the land after her 
tragedy . For Wang Lung , "the good land did . . .  its 
heal ing work , " ( 2 4 2 ) everytime he returned to it . 
Without blaming their mistakes and weaknesses , the 
benevolent , generous earth embraces the inj ured and 
worn-out souls which final ly come back to it . 
The men who identi fy themselves with the land are 
generous and kind as the land itsel f is benevolent to 
them . 'Al exandra took as a work hand a queerly pious 
nature man , Crazy Ivar , whom other peopl e were a fraid 
was hal f-witted and dangerous . He stayed as a trusted , 
loyal servant to her . I t  was Ivar who comforted gri e f­
ridden Alexandra a fter the deaths o f  Emil and Marie . 
"You have been a good friend to the mistress , 
Ivar , " ( 2 3 6 )  admitted Alexandra's ma id S igna . The 
l iaison of Alexandra and Ivar was undoubtedly based on 
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their closeness to nature . 
Wang Lung also took an i l l -fated neighbor to his 
house . This honest old man became Wang Lung's partner­
servant and managed the field work after Wang Lung moved 
to the city courts . When Ching died from old age , Wang 
Lung buried him in his own family graveyard where he 
would j oin his friend l ater . 
Among the protagonists of Cather's and Buck's 
stories of land , the person who has the most earthy 
qual ity is 0-lan . Her earth-l ike dark skin and her 
sturdy body f it perfectly her earthy nature . Her 
reticent endurance is the very qual ity of earth and she 
also knows intuitively her identif ication with the 
earth . After she becomes a farmer's wife , she til l ed 
and plowed the land with her husband until Wang Lung 
forbade her to work ·on the l and from his own vanity and 
pride as a prosperous man . When Wang ._Lung took a 
concubine to his house and stayed at her side all day 
long , 0-lan took a hoe at dawn , took her children along 
and toiled in the f ield until night came and then came 
home " s ilent and earth-stained and dark with 
weariness " (2 07 ) . Even when she was kept away from the 
land , 0-lan never changed her dil igent , humble nature . 
However , her health fai led , ·even though she was scarcely 
past her middl e age . That was the first time "Wang Lung 
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and his chi ldren ·knew what she had been in the 
house . " (2 6 5 )  Her reticent benevolence was the deep­
seated , hidden virtue of mother· earth . 
In  these stories of the land , the virtues or 
weaknesses of human beings are perfectly fitted to their 
relat ionship with the l and; so far as they keep their 
identities with the l and , they can keep their virtuous 
selves , because "the commitment to the land is a value 
in itsel f and a touchstone of value . "(Schneider # 1  7 5 )  
Lucy S chneider also pointed out that "the earth and 
nature represent the personal bas ic , primeval forces 
that sustain and enrich l i fe as the creative 
force . " ( Schneider # 2  58 ) The land has this magical 
power over humans , which is the divine force for some 
people or in some cultures , but a force about which 
other people are ignorant and insens itive . However , 
those fortunate people who belong to the land are 
sometimes threatened by some dangerous degenerative 
force . 
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2 .  The Degenerating Forces in the Stories of Land 
( 1 ) The Intell ectual Aspirations of· Male Characters 
In Cather's frontier novels , maj or male · characters 
leave their frontier homes arid the land on which they 
grew up . Jim Burden in My Antonia moved to Lincoln to 
study at the Univers ity of Nebraska , as Cather hersel f 
did . Carl Linstrum in o Pioneers! left for st . Loui s  
with ·his family and plans to learn engraving with a 
German engraver and then to get a j ob in Chicago . Their 
moving from the pra irie to the big c ity reflects their 
cultural aspirations , from the primitive to the more 
sophisticated . These sensitive , intel lectual boys 
acknowl edge the intel lectual steril ity in the smal l  
frontier community and try t o  get a wider education in a 
big city . 
When Carl tel l s  Alexandra his plan , she 
enthus iast ically supports it , saying that "Yes , yes , 
Carl , I know . You are wasting your l i fe here . You are 
able to do much better things • • .  I've always hoped you 
would get away . "(4 4 )  Even though she hersel f was 
satis fied with her l i fe. cultivating the land , Alexandra 
bel ieved her youngest brother Emil  should go out into 
the world ,  for Alexandra thought that "Out of her 
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father's children · there was one who was fit to cope with 
the world , who had not been tied to the plough , and who 
had . a personal ity apart from the soil . "(18 1 )  
Alexandra ' s  sympathy with their intellectual aspirations 
is very much reflected by the writer's own attitude , 
that is , Cather's ambival ent reaction to her rural 
upbringing . As wel l as " the great emotional 
appeal "(Hoffman 5 8 -9 ) of the prairie , Cather was also 
conscious of its l imitations , which was the common 
feel ing of the pioneers of the day . As some critics 
have pointed out , Cather's early works expressed 
distinctly negative attitudes toward the frontier l i fe .  
Cather wrote with bitterness about the "oppressively 
narrow world and cultural steril ity" { Kaz in 2 5 3 ) of the 
early frontier . One good example among those stories is 
a short story titled "Wagner Matinee . "  Aunt Georgiana , 
who had been a mus ic teacher in Boston but had eloped 
with a young farmer and spent most of her l i fe on the 
Nebraska pra irie , vis ited Boston and went to a Wagner 
concert. As she heards the mus ic , she cries and tel l s  
her nephew that she does not want to go back to her 
farm . The nephew told himsel f :  " I  understood . For her , 
j ust outs ide the door of the concert hall , lay the black 
pond with the cattle tracked bluffs; the tal l , unpa inted 
house , with weather�curled boards; naked as a tower , the 
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crooked-backed ash seedl ings where the dishcloths hung 
to dry ; the · gaunt moulting turkeys picking up re fuse 
about the kitchen door . " ( lOl )  To some people the 
Midwest frontier was also an uncultivated , ugly , harsh 
wilderness ,  where people l ived in dugouts , su·rrounded by 
" crude" homemade furniture "with the accent on uti l ity 
rather than beauty or grace . " (O'Kieffe 62 ) As James E .  
Mil ler put it , the harsh real ity reduced human exi stence 
to the level of anima l s , " scratching and scrabbl ing for 
the barest necess ities of l i fe itsel f . " (My Antonia and 
the American Dream 1 1 6 )  
Some sophisticated men hardly bore the condit ion : 
they were the men who had spent more cultured l ives in 
the Old World and were compel led to break sod in the 
frontier wilderness . A man l ike Mr . Shimerda j ust could 
not endure this . Thi s  former " skil led workman on 
tapestries " could not reconci l e  his traditional cultural 
heritage with this primitive , wild pioneer l i fe . He 
grew more and more gloomy , and even to the young eyes of 
Jim, "his far-away look" always made Jim feel as if he 
were " down at the bottom of a wel l . " ( 42 )  I t  is qu ite 
understandable that his  death took pl ace in the most 
desol ate time of winter . The blood which came from his 
gun-wound, "the very substance of l i fe itsel f, " became 
frozen and reduced to l i feless sol idity in the extreme 
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coldness of the Midwest winter . His body had to be cut 
off from this mass of frozen blood to be buried . · 
These .sens itive mal e  characters· also share the 
frai lty which makes them unf it for this vigorous p ioneer 
l i fe .  This is the reason these males are considered as 
"decl ining . "  Fathers were failures; both Mr . Shimerda 
and Mr . Bergson were " the blasted hopes of immigrants 
who could not cope with the chal lenge of the New World . "  
But their daughters , , Antonia and Alexandra , never bent 
to the toughness of the frontier l i fe and prevai l ed on 
the harsh but promis ing l and . As Frederic J .  Hoffman 
pointed out t triumph over the land is accompl ished by 
"the endurance of the heroine . "(5 7 )  
As Jim Burden and Carl Linstrum came back to the 
land , Cather hersel f returned to her prairie and to her 
people . Through traditional education in big cities , 
they searched for permanent values in _vain . When they 
returned to the land of the ir childhoods , they found 
what they had been looking for . The eternal value had 
existed under their own feet , in the immutable land . 
Alexandra and Antonia remained faithful to these 
values , and as we have seen in the previous chapter , 
they acquired spiritual . and phys ical rewards : prosperous 
farmland and a stable l i fe ,  peace and happ iness .  In  MY 
Antonia this compari son is most clearly shown . Jim ' s 
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childless unhappy marriage is compared with Antonia's 
brood of cheerful children and calm trustful marriage 
with Cuz ak .  
I n  Buck's stories o f  land , a s  G . A .  Cevasco 
. suggested , it was al so women who showed more endurance 
and fortitude than men . { Image of the Chinese Family 1 0 9 ) 
After her husband ran away , "The Mother" t i l l ed the land 
and took care of her mother- in-law and her children . a­
lan stayed on and til led the land even a fter the 
achievement of prosperity until she was forbidden to do 
so by her va in husband . Wang the Youngest(Wang the 
Tiger ) ran away from home because of his broken love to 
Pear Blossom ,  and became a wandering warlord , but Pear 
Blossom stayed at Wang's place until she grew old , 
taking care of Wang Lung'.s hal f-witted daughter . They 
stayed on the l and , · enduring , surviving . In Buck's 
stories , "Chinese woman , because of her spiritual ity ,  
her fortitude , her dignity , i s  an ethically enviab l e  
creature and the true ma instay of the home . " ( Cevasco , 
Image of the Ch inese Fami ly 1 0 9 ) 
Contrasting the restl ess doubtful men with settled 
trustful women , Cather and Buck strongly suggested the 
superiority of female intuit ion . In the Western 
l iterary tradition , based on ·the epistemological search , 
the ma le consciousness has always striven for the more 
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sophisticated , the more complex , and consequently the 
more chaotic . Their souls are uprooted from the · earth 
which nourishes them , and· inevitably weakened and l ed to 
destruction . Even though they l ive on this promising 
virtuous l and , they cannot " feel " or "understand" the 
benevolence and righteousness of this "good earth . "  On 
the contrary , women with their female creative force are 
intuitively attuned to the l i fe force of the land , as 
seen in the mythical tradition , and they keep their feet 
on the ground ; women are more intuitively attuned to the 
immutabil ity of nature . This special faculty o f  women 
may also be l inked to their fertil ity and motherhood . 
Jung .c lass i f ied women's special faculty as follows : 
maternal sol ic itude and sympathy ; the magic authority o f  
the female; the . wisdom and spiritual exaltation that 
transcend reason ; and helpful instinct or impul se ; a l l  
that is benign , a l l  that cherishes and sustains , that 
fosters growth and fert i l ity . It might be nature's 
special intention to g ive women this special gift and 
strength , so that human l i fe wil l continue on this 
earth . 
Marian Harper compared Mark Twain and Cather and 
made an interesting comment ; " Cather ' s  West is the West 
of the family . " (6 1 )  I t  was historical ly true that a 
woman of the West seldom was a sol itary roamer , but 
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settled on the land and had a family . They had to keep 
the land , for they had responsibil ities to take care of 
the fami ly . Thus , it was historical ly proved that the 
very nature of motherhood or womanhood helped women to 
stay on the l and and to preva il with growing chi ldren 
and with the cultivated land , while some ambitious 
lonely male roamers j ust exploited the land in order to 
get " easy money" and strayed on into the wild West . 
" Cunningness" and " shrewdness " were the survival ski l l s  
o f  those male exploiters , while "hardwork" and 
" cooperation" were the survival force of women .  
This issue of man's ambition and intentional 
separation from the land has different perspectives in 
Buck ' s  Chinese novel .  The novel is strongly af fected by 
the historical background of Chinese l i fe in the early 
twentieth century . · The whol e society was undergoing 
radical changes ,  social revolution from ins ide and 
westerniz ation from outs ide , and confl ict between old 
and new , East and West . Wang Lung's sons and grandsons 
were directly involved in this social turmoil . 
In this Chinese family , it was the father's 
dec is ion to keep his two elder sons from the land and to 
send them to a city school . In the old China , every 
maj or decis ion of a son's l i fe was made by his father . 
Wang Lung needed a " scholar" in the fami ly who could 
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help him read and write contracts in marketing . At 
school these two sons of Wang Lung were given school 
names by their teacher . The elder was called Nung En 
and the younger , Nung Wen , and "the first word of each 
name sign i fied one whose wealth is  from the earth . "(l7 2 )  
Wang Lung was ashamed of his il l iteracy; there fore , he 
was very proud of his educated sons . 
Wang Lung prospered from his hard work on the l and , 
but his sons were separated from the virtues of land 
from - the beginning; their rel ationship to the land was 
indirect from the start . From the beginning they were 
al ienated from all  the virtues related to the good 
earth . This "wealth from earth" only made an in�olent , 
pleasure-loving weakl ing out of the elder and a crafty , 
mercenary merchant out o f  the younger .  For these sons , 
money was more important than the land itsel f ,  the very 
source of their wealth . Through the Wang's trilogy , the 
basic personal ities of Wang Lung's sons never changed , 
and the ir own sons , Wang Lung's grandsons , also took 
over their lack of virtue . 
The youngest son , whom Wang Lung had planned to 
make his successor on the land , had a special ambition 
to be a warlord . His l i felong lack of ful fil lment and 
discontent may have been . caused by his conquering and 
wandering l i fe as warlord . The land he inherited from 
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his father he turned into the s i lver to support his 
soldiers and wasted it away . Even though he became a 
representative ruler of a smal l  province , his commitment 
to the land was obviously temporary , for as he conquered 
the bandit ruler , Wang the Tiger himsel f was conquered 
in return . To thi s  warlord , the land was j ust a token 
of his temporal power . This  ambitious rootless l i fe 
whi ch was cut off from a l l  the virtues of the land was 
more frai l  and unstable than the l ives of his elder 
brothers , who kept at least some l inks with the l ands 
they had inherited . 
Wang the Tiger's only son Yuan was in a more 
complicated s ituation . Against his father's wish , Yuan 
turned away from his early childhood warlord education , 
for Yuan found in himsel f  a love for the earth and an 
interest in the l i fe of peasants . His grandfather Wang 
Lung's wish seems to have come true . However ,  through 
his education and his l i fe experiences in big cities and 
the student l i fe in America , Yuan was aleady far removed 
from s imple toil ing on the land . Yuan became an 
agriculturist and barely kept his l ink to the earth . As 
some cultivated men from the Old World could not 
reconcile themselves to the primitive frontier l i fe in 
America , so though Yuan felt peace and j oy on his 
experimental fields , he could not stay on the land . 
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In both the · chinese peasants' stories and the 
American frontier stories , the authors tel l  us that the 
acquisition of education , wealth or · social pos ition 
never brings spiritual ful f i l lment to these asp iring 
male characters . In  the midst of material wealth and 
social success ,  those melancholy males brood on 
something precious , now lost in their ambitious 
movements .  
(2 ) The Degenerat ing E ffects of Material ism 
As we observed in the previous sect ion , separation 
from the land has a definite degenerative force upon the 
human spirit , whether the cause is intellectual 
aspiration or accidental fate . Material ism is closely 
rel ated to these men's ambition and the fol lowing 
spiritual decl ine . "Material success _ of the farmer 
eventually leads to the despoil ing of both nature and 
human character . " (Mi l ler , My Antonia and the American 
Dream 117 ) 
As we have observed through the character study of 
Buck's story about the changing society of China , 
Cather's front ier novel s  are also studies of "a  growing 
complexity and of a deepening evil in the change from 
pioneer l i fe to a complex modern l i fe . " ( Hoffman 6 2 ) As 
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was the case in the Wang family , on the Midwest frontier 
the people who were most often apt to have the 
degenerated , corrupt qual ity were the second generation 
of pioneers . The ir longing for easy l iving and material 
comfort went along with l azy hands and succumbing to the 
tyranny of money . This des ire for ease drove the 
children of pioneers to the small towns of the prairie , 
where " smugness and contentment with second�rate 
feel ings and experience"(Ho ffman 5 9 ) prevailed . As the 
smal l - town stood as the symbol of the degenerating 
pioneer qual ity , the townspeople showed dehumani z ed 
traits . Jim Burden in My Antonia condemned their 
discrimination aga inst fore ign immigrants . They were 
unloving , uncharitable people , j ust oppos ite of the 
generous pioneers on the land who were marked by their 
"help thy ne ighbor" · spirit . (Barnes 4 0 1 )  Th� coldness o f  
townspeople made Antonia always lonely in town . 
Jim compared the town girls with the hired girls 
from the prairie and he praised the latter ' s  vital 
beauty and independent strength aga inst the anemic 
passivity of the town girls . Jim further pra ises hired 
girls saying that , "i f there were no girl s l ike them in 
the world , there would be no poetry . " ( 2 7 0 ) He also 
critic i z ed the town boys who "looked forward to marrying 
the Bl ack Hawk girl s , and l iving . in a brand-new l ittl e 
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house with best cha irs that must not be sat upon , and 
hand-painted china that must not . be used . " (2 0 1 )  These 
superficial , frail , spurious values · of town make a good 
contrast to the genuine values of the country where 
everything posesses l ively importance .  The townspeop l e  
also were characteri z ed by their drabness and 
unl ivel iness , making a good contrast with the robust 
vital ity of the. hardworking farmers . 
The qual ity Cather hersel f seems to have most 
condemned was the conformity of these settled 
communities . This conformity deprived the pioneers of 
creative imagination , one of the most significant 
qual ities in the p ioneer spirits . Cather regretted that 
" at present in the West there seems to be an idea that 
we all must be l ike somebody else , as much as if we had 
a ll  been cast in the same mold . "  In town , " cheap mass 
production has largely replaced conscientious 
individua l ity . "(Schneider # 2  59 ) The comformity also 
deprived the pioneers of freedom of spirit . In return 
for material comforts , the human spirit was eroded into 
l i feless , uncreat ive passivity . 
When we compare the heroic achievements of Cather ' s  
frontier heroines and t.hose of Wang Lung , we notice one 
s igni ficant difference between them . Both Alexandra and 
Wang Lung bought the ne ighboring lands and increased 
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their acreage . However ,  Alexandra had no ambition for 
economic prosperity ; even when she was blessed with 
accompanying economic a f fluence , she was rather hes itant 
to be extravagant . 
I f  you go up the hill and enter Alexandra's 
big house you wil l  f ind that it is curiously 
unfinished and uneven in comfort . . . .  Al exandra 
has brought together the old homely furniture 
· that the Bergsons used in their first log 
house • • • . •  You felt that , properly , 
Alexandra's house is the big out-of-doors . (7 2 -
7 3 ) 
Alexandra never left her land spiritual ly or 
phys ical ly . The cons istency of her values was always 
with this calm , confident woman . 
The same was true of Antonia; even though Antoni a  
establ ished a prosperous farm ,  her l i fe rema ined 
" admirably s imple . "(Harris 1 0 )  
On the other hand , we can observe a definite 
degeneration in Wang Lung's personal ity a fter his 
prosperity and the fol lowing separation from the land . 
His l ands become too increased and he left his lands , 
"having indeed to spend his whole time , so increased 
were his lands , upon the . bus i·ness and the marketing of 
his produce , and in directing his workmen . " ( l 3 9 ) 
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Final ly he moved · away from his earthen house to the 
great House which used to belong . to the Hwangs . When he 
decided to buy this house with the silver and gold he 
had hoarded , he entered the huge room in the court . 
- "Moved by some strange impul se , "(J 0 6 )  Wang Lung sat down 
on the great carven dai s  where the old Mistress had sat 
maj estica lly , when he had come to get 0-lan as his - w i fe . 
Then some satisfaction he had longed for all his days 
without knowing it swe l l ed up in his heart and Wang Lung 
cried out that " This house I will have ! " { J 0 7 ) 
The dark ambition of wealth and power had been 
deeply seated in Wang Lung ' s  heart and caught the chance 
to reveal its evil power . In  the courts of this great 
House , Wang Lung permitted h imsel f the luxury Of des ire , 
l iving an idle l ife and his decay further progressed . 
And Wang Lung took it into his heart to eat 
dainty foods , • . .  who once had been wel l  
satisfied with good wheaten bread wrapped 
about a st ick of garl ic , now that he slept 
late in the day and did not work with his own 
hands on the l and , now he was not easily 
pleased with this dish and that , and he tasted 
winter bamboo and shrimps ' roe . . .  and al l 
those things which rich men use to force thei r  
lagging appetites . { 3 12 )  
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Wang Lung • s · decadence is the very proof of his 
a l ienation- from the virtuous land . It is also an 
example of - the ever-recurring tragedy of human history , 
from the fal l  of the great famil ies of China to the fal l  
. of the Roman Emp ire . 
In this luxury and extravagance , Wang Lung could 
never find his spiritual contentment and peace until  he 
final ly went back to his old earthen house . It was only 
when he went back to his old house and to his good 
earth , that he could attain tranquil ity and peace in his 
clos ing days . 
Maintaining the virtuous sel f demands special 
strength . Once a hard-working farmer forgets his 
dil igence , the debil itating force instantly grabs him 
and drags him into corruption . 
The narcotic e f fect of material istic pleasure makes 
people more greedy and rapacious . Among those corrupt 
people / there appear certa in characters who personi fy 
those evils in themselves . Wick Cutter in My Antonia is 
the first typ ical vil lain of this kind in Cather's 
works . Cutter is a money-l ender and also a land­
grabber . In her next novel , One of Ours , appears 
another "new economic " . villain , Bayl iss Wheeler . Like 
Wang Lung's second son , Wang the Merchant , Bayl iss 
degrades farming into a money-making bus iness .  Actual ly 
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they share strikingly s imil ar qual ities as bus inessmen : 
lack of sympathy , greediness ,  and narrow-mindedness . 
Their whole energy seems to pour into money-making . In  
her next work , a novelette entitled A Lost Lady ,  Cather 
. introduces the most notorious material istic vil l ain in 
her works : Ivy Peters represents the exploitation of 
the new West , the dec l ine of pioneer ideal ism and 
virtues . As the ep isode of putting out the eyes of a 
l ive bird j ust for fun shows , Ivy Peters is " essent ia l ly 
anti-natural , ruthless and cunning . "(Jones 3 )  He 
capital i z es upon Captain Forrester ' s  economic decl ine 
and dra ins Forresters' beauti ful marshland to turn it 
into cash-making wheat f ields . The narrator of the 
story , Ne il Herbert , laments this ethical degenerarion 
of the West : 
The Old West had been settled by dreamers , 
great hearted adventurers wno were unpractical 
to the point of magni ficence; a courteous 
brotherhood , strong in attack , but weak in 
defence , who could conquer but could not hold . 
Now all  the vast territory they had won was to 
be at the mercy of men l ike Ivy Peters , who 
had never dared anything , never risked 
anything . . . . . The space , the colour , the 
pricely carelessness of the pioneer they would 
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destroy and cut up into prof itable bits , a·s 
the match factory spl inters the primeval 
forest . (l 0 2 ) 
Those merchants and businessmen misuse the l and for 
. their own exp loitation . They are non-producers , never 
risking anything , making money from others' labor , from 
others ' sweat and toi l . They also take advantage of 
others' mis fortunes and grab wealth by any means . The 
l and no longer serves to sustain human values; it . serves 
as a · source of their private profits . 
In the House of Earth trilogy , Buck also critici z ed 
those money-oriented people , idle rich and manipulative 
merchants . She never dep icts economic prosperity as 
worth pursuing and stresses the corruption of those 
people aga inst virtuous , hardworking farmers . The land 
which Wang Lung's sons inherited was gradual ly sold and 
turned into money . The descendents of the l and-oriented 
Wang Lung were uprooted from the good earth and became 
money-oriented, depending on the material istic pleasure 
money could buy . By describing those money-oriented 
sons of Wang Lung in an unfavorable way , Buck must have 
shared the view of Cather; that is , "enduring something 
could not be bought . "  
Another important e ffect on these Chinese in the 
early twentieth century is Westernization . 
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Westernization a long with material ism invaded the old , 
traditional values of the East . . In the feudal Eastern 
society which had been influenced by the ideas of 
Confucianism , merchants were cal led "unrespected 
_ people" and ranked under farmers and craftsmen . The 
infiltration of Western ide�s deprived the society of 
this old value . Some in Eastern societies started to 
think that economic power was the most des irable 
attribute , j ust as people in other material istic 
societies do . Buck , as sympathi zer with the old 
tradit ional values of China , seems to imply _ in her works 
that this changing of China also was degrading . 
Like many modern writers who deplore our 
industrial i z ed civil i zat ion , both Cather and Buck 
strongly condemned the dehumani z ing effects of 
material ist ic progress . The s ituation might be a 
paradox of civil izat ion itsel f ,  " an �xperiment in 
progress and decl ine , in building and 
destruction . " (Murphy , Cooper .  Cather 18 3 )  This 
"machine-made-material ism , "  as Cather cal led it , made 
people and their l iving rea l ity more and more 
mechanical . This mechanistic qual ity is the essence of 
evil , which is also in . oppos ition to the l i fe force of 
the land . Its l i felessness , steril ity and coldness have 
deeply a ffected human sp iritual ity in . the modern world 
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as it has turned · the humani z ed land into a mechani zed 
world . It - is easy to understand. that those sens·itive 
writers who bel ieved in the l i fe philosophy of l and were 
strongly opposed to this dehumani z ing force of 
. material istic progress in its rudimentary stage and 
expressed the ir opposition in the ir writ ings . They 
cons idered this evi l  e ffect of material ism on the human 
sp irit as far more damaging than any material comfort 
and convenience was desirable .  
·one more consideration of the wrongness of 
material ism can be drawn from traditional Chinese 
philosophy which states that one's profit from another's 
mis fortune leads to the breakup of the original ideal 
union of the . human relationship and therefore of nature . 
Any force that destroys the essential order of nature is 
cons idered evil , because the law of nature is primary in 
this traditional world . We have seen. that any force 
aga inst the permanent value of nature is cons idered 
destruct ive and degenerat ive in both Cather's and Buck's 
works . 
(3 ) The Sexual Drive as Degenerating Force 
Along with the separat ion from the land , the sexual 
drive of ·the protagonists is considered to be another 
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corrupting , destruct ive force in both Cather ' s  and 
Buck's stories . 
When Antonia l e ft her l and and · l ived in town as a 
hired girl , it was the budding sexual ity in this robust 
. teenage Bohemian girl that gave her the biggest trouble .  
With other hired girl s , Antonia started going to the 
dances and gained popularity among young men in town . 
Mr . Harl ing , her conventional master , did not l ike the 
idea that the young hired girl of his house had this 
kind · of frank attitude toward men and forced her to 
choose between dance and the j ob at his house; she chose 
the former .  She moved to the house of the notorious 
Wick Cutter and was almost raped by this unvirtuous 
master . She hit the bottom when she was seduced and 
abandoned by La.rry Donovan , pregnant with his chi ld . 
She came back to he·r brother's farm , to her land , and 
"Al l that spring and summer she did the work of a man on 
the farm . "(3 14 ) Because " she was quiet and 
steady , "(3 14 ) the people in the Divide "respected her 
industry and tried to treat her as i f  nothing had 
happened . "  (3 14 ) Like Hester Prynne , she stoical ly 
endured the shame and overworked as i f  it were the 
practice of penance . Antonia was revived on the land 
and started to have a more stable l i fe and married a 
fa ithful , honest Bohemian man , Cuzak . The ir marriage 
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has a distinctive calmness; their relationship is based 
more on friendship-l ike trust of each other than on 
sel f-destructive , pass ionate sexual . love . Jim Burden 
observes that " the two seemed to be on terms of easy 
friendl iness , touched with humour . " ( 3 58 ) 
Wang Lung ' s  amatory history took a course somewhat 
s imilar to Antonia's . The start was the flood . Most of 
his l ands went under the water and could not be 
cultivated , and Wang Lung became idle . Now a prosperous 
man , · he could stil l  eat good food , and he became 
restless . He looked at O-lan " as a man looks at the 
woman" ( 1 7 4 ) and found her "without any sort of beauty or 
l ight . " ( 17 5 )  The " restlessness " ( 174 ) took him to a tea 
house and his thought began to dri ft over to " the dream 
woman . " ( 18 2 )  Even though Wang Lung was ashamed of 
himsel f ,  he j ust could not stop hi s urge . He spent the 
precious money which he earned from hard work on the 
l and oh a painted girl named Lotus . He also took away 
0-lan ' s  precious pearls , curs ing her and saying , "Why 
should that one wear pearls with her skin as black as 
earth? Pearl s are for fa ir women ! " ( 194 ) With these 
pearl s and more luxur ious gifts , Wang Lung brought Lotus 
to his house as his concubine . Wang Lung ' s  attraction 
to the usel ess but fair Lotus and negl ect of the 
earthl ike ,  dark-skinned and plain-looking 0-lan exactly 
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paral leled his attract ion to decadent pleasure and his 
al ienation - from the good earth . This  painted lady Lotus 
is a spoiled , sel fish woman . She does not have any 
inner beauty as 0-lan does . Lotus hated Wang Lung's 
. chi ldren , especial ly his eldest , a hal f-witted girl . " I  
wil l not stay in this house i f  that one comes near me , 
and I was not told that I should have accursed idiots to 
endure and if I had known it I would not have come 
filthy children o f  yours ! "  (2 19 ) Thus she bit . At these 
poisonous remarks , Wang Lung final ly rea l i z ed that this 
woman was not worth loving and he could not indulge in 
her so wholly as before . This recognition freed him 
from the sickness of love and led him to go back to his 
good earth . To Wang Lung , as wel l as Antonia , the 
direction the land gives them is essential; · without it 
they were vulnerabl-e to dangerous destructive sexua l  
forces which trapped them . 
In 0 Pioneers ! ,  Cather dep icted this destruct ive 
force of sexual love most dramatical ly with the love 
story of Emi l  and Marie . These star-crossed lovers were 
ki l l ed by Marie's husband . 
To Jim Burden , his childhood friend Lena Lingard 
represents al luring female sexuality .  E .  K .  Brown 
cal l ed her "the most beaut i ful , the most innocently 
sensuous of all  the women in Wil la Cather's works . " (A 
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Critical Biography 2 0 3 ) Lena appears in Jim's 
adolescent- dreams with her " semi�naked beauty . "  
One dream I dreamed a great many times , and it 
was always the same • • . . •  Lena Lingard came 
across the stubble barefoot , in a · short skirt, 
with a. curved reaping-hook in her hand , and 
she was flushed l ike the dawn, with a kind of 
luminous ros iness all about her . She sat down 
bes ide me , turned to me with a soft sigh and 
said , "Now they are a l l  gone , and I can kiss 
you as much as I l ike . " ( 2 2 5 .;.2 6 )  
It was after J im went to Lincoln , where Lena also 
started her new l i fe as a seamstress ,  that they became 
closer . Jim's teacher-friend Cleric advised him to go 
to Boston with him to study at Harvard , warning J im that 
" You won't recover yoursel f whi l e  you are playing about 
with this handsome Norwegian . • .  She's very pretty, and 
perfectly irrespons ible, I should j udge . " ( 2 8 9 ) 
In the Wang's trilogy , the person who was most 
puz z led and annoyed in a sexual relat ionship was Wang 
the Tiger . His f irst love of Lotus's serving girl Pear 
Blossom was severely broken by his old father's taking 
her as his second conc�bine , which led him to run away 
from home . His most pass iohate love was dedicated to 
the former mistress of the bandit leader whom Wang the 
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Tiger himsel f ki l l ed . Wang the Tiger recogn i z ed in · her 
the wil l fulness and wished her to conceive his son , his 
successor as warlord . To his disappointment , she never 
had a chi ld . This love also ended tragically when Wang 
the Tiger was betrayed by her treason and he kil l ed her 
with his own hands . His grief and despair were so deep 
that he would never love any woman again . He took two 
women as his wives only to get a son . 
One ·of the common , noteworthy characteristics of 
these seductive sensuous women is their infertil ity , the 
l ack of one of the most essential qual ities of 
femininity . Their sexual ity has nothing to do with 
chi ld-bearing . Wang Lung's first concubine Lotus stayed 
in his hous� until the end of her l ife but she never 
conceived a child . She does not have any traits of 
motherly love , which is il lustrated by her avers ion to 
Wang Lung's children . Pear Blossom's devotion to Wang 
Lung's retarded daughter makes a good contrast to 
Lotus's unmotherly coldness .  
In her f ictions , as  Jenni fer Ba ily points out , 
Cather also " equates this fluttering femininity with 
unproductive land . . . . .  subj ect to decay , "(3 9 6 )  because 
"femininity without purpose or funct ion is not only 
undes irabl e but dangerous . " ( Bailey 3 9 8 ) Lena Lingard 
in My Antonia keeps her singleness , a decis ion she· made 
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as a very young girl . Lena confesses to Jim Burden · 
that , " I  don't want a husband . • • . • Men are all  right for 
friends" (2·9 1 )  When teased by Frances Harl ing about her 
young Swede , Lena says " I  don't want to marry Nick , or 
· any other man . • . •  I've seen a good deal of married l i fe ,  
and I don't care for it . "(16 2 ) Having been raised a l so 
in a l arge family , Antonia shows a completely oppos ite 
response to motherhood . Widow Steavens , who stayed very 
close to Antonia during her time of trial , told Jim that 
" She - loved it from the first as dearly as if she'd had a 
ring on her finger . . • .  and no baby was ever better 
cared- for . Antonia is  a natural -born mother . "(3 18 ) 
In  the Chinese story , the importance of motherhood 
is further supported by cultural background . Angry at 
Lotus's curs ing his own chi ldren , Wang Lung insulted her 
as "you who have no son in your womb for any man . "(18 1 )  
0-lan , on the contrary , found her pride in being the 
mother of Wang Lung's sons . 
At last one morning 0-lan burst into tears and 
wept aloud , as he had never seen her weep 
before , even when they starved , or at any 
other time . . . .  she answered nothing except to 
say over ana· over , moaning , " !  have borne you 
sons - I have . borne you sons . " ( 2 0 2 -3 ) 
Wang lung was silenced and uneasy , because he was 
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shamed before her . He thought that _ " It was true that 
before the· law he had no complaint against his wi fe , for 
she had borne him three good sons ahd they were al ive , 
and there was no excuse for him except his desire . "(2 0 3 ) 
. In this old agrarian Chinese society , sons were 
especially important as successors to the land as wel l  
a s  the main labor force . Girls were degraded as 
" slaves " who did not belong to the family and were to be 
married to another family . It was only when the woman 
became the mother of a son that she could establ ish her 
status in the family and a l so in the society . In other 
words , fertil ity and motherhood had special importance 
in this feudal patriarchal society . 
It is also noteworthy that Alexandra Burgson in o 
Pioneers! also .would reach this traditional womanhood at 
the end of the story . In her younger days , Alexandra's 
whole creative energy was devoted to .the work of the 
land and she rigidly kept away from any intimate 
relationships with men . The men surrounding her were 
just workhands who were nothing but workhands to her . 
When Marie mentioned her curios ity whether Alexandra 
"wasn't a l ittle in love with Carl , "(l3 1 )  Emil laughed 
and sa id, "Al exandra's. never been in love, you 
crazy ! "(13 1 )  However, she had a frequent sexual 
fantasy : 
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She used to have an illus ion of be ing l i fted 
-up bodily and carried l ightly by someone very 
. strong . It was a man , certainly , who carried 
her , but he was l ike no man she knew; he was 
much l arger and stronger and swi fter , and he 
carried her as eas i ly as if she were a sheaf 
of wheat . . . •  She could feel him approach ,. bend 
over her and l i ft her , and then she could feel 
hersel f being carried swi ftly off across the 
fields . " (17 6 )  
Her reaction to her own sexual ity was an avers ion : 
After such a reverie she would rise hastily , 
angry with herse l f , and go down to the 
bathhouse . • • • There she would stand in a tin 
tub and prosecute her bath with vigour , 
finishing it by pouring buckets of cold wel l ­
water over her gleaming white body which no 
man on the Divide could have carried very 
far . (17 6 )  
In her avers ion toward her sexual fantasy , we can 
observe her unconscious caution against this dangerous 
destructive sexual force of being " carried away . " 
Alexandra knew that "human pass ion is sel f-indulgent , 
l imiting . . . . .  entraps rather than l iberates the 
sel f . " ( O'Brien 15 ) 
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In the clos ing section of the story , when Alexandra 
fina l ly dec ided to get married to her childhood friend 
Carl Lindstrum , it was not from pass ionate sexual love , 
but friendship . It is clear in her own words : 
I think we shal l  be very happy . ! ' haven't any 
fears • . I think when friends marry , they are 
sa fe . We don't suffer l ike - those young 
ones . (2 6 2 ) 
Their love has the same calmness and peace as the 
marrfage of Antonia and Cuzak ,  l ike "yoke-mate 
horses . "(3 5 8 ) 
The early married l i fe of 0-lan and Wang lung had 
s imilar love and trust . They toiled together on the 
land l ike "yoke-mate-horses , "  except when 0-lan 
del ivered their baby : 
Moving together in a perfect rhythm , without a 
word , hour after hour , he fel l  into a union 
with her which took the pain from his 
labor . ( 3 3 )  
They also survived together various hardships and 
mis fortunes l ike comrades in war . 
In this secure relationship , they produced the good 
harvest on the land and they also bore many children of 
their own . In other words , in this secure rel ationship 
of man and woman , they became more attuned to the l aw of 
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the land and kept productive , stable and peaceful l ives . 
-In this way , in these stories of lands , human sexual ity 
is ass igned a distinguishing characteristic : fert i l ity 
or reproductivity is the most essential role in 
- sexual ity as it is in most l i fe forms of nature . As 
opposed to the modern perception of sexual freedom , 
human sexual ity is restricted to reproduct ion , the - idea 
which · is most accordant with the essential values of the 
land . Otherwise the force becomes destructive or 
degenerative and brings disaster and mis fortune to human 
l ives . As one of the l iving creatures on earth , humans 
also are governed sexual ly and morally by nature . Al l 
the heroes and heroines in these stories of l ands 
cl early show this princ iple in the course of the amatory 
stories of the ir l ives . 
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CHAPTER THREE CATHER AND BUCK , THE WRITERS OF STORIES 
OF LAND AND THEIR LATER LITERARY CAREERS 
As we have observed in the previous chapters , the 
. early works of Cather and Buck showed quite · a few 
s igni ficant s imilarities . However , after these early 
works , the two writers departed into quite different 
ways as writers , even though both of them remained 
s incere writers marked by traditional values and 
humanism . 
It is generally admitted among her critics that 
even in her early works Cather had already acompl ished 
highly artistic craftmanship . Her bas ic ideas of the 
phi losophy of writing never changed throughout her 
l iterary career . S ince she began her writing career as 
a "disc iple of Henry James , "  beauty of form was one of 
the biggest concerns in her writings . Her striving for 
her own l iteral , art istic ideal s  was similar to that of 
the pioneer woman struggl ing for the land . As many 
critics have pointed out , her career was marked by an 
increas ing economy of styl e .  In her famous essay about 
her writing phi losophy , The Novel Demeubl e ,  Cather 
expressed this distinctive characteristic of her writing 
that "The higher processes of art are all processes of 
simpl i fication . " ( 4 8 -9 ) Actual ly her simpl e ,  sparse 
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style conceals tremendous complexity . Truman Capote 
cal l ed her- a " styleless styl ist . " (Writers at Work 2 9 5 )  
In . this process o f  s impl i fication , Cather "transl ated 
her deep subj ective feel ings into obj ective human 
. impulses . " ( Curtin 4 9 ) As a result ,  the simpl e  sentence 
has a highly suggestive , evocative qual ity which gives 
great charm to her style .  Cather also managed to select 
" facts from experience on the bas is of feel ing and then 
present the experience in a lucid , obj ective 
style . " (Curtin 5 2 }  In order to achieve this highly 
artistic grand style ,  Cather must have spent all of her 
creative energy . Cather , at another time , compared this  
creativiy of writing with childbirth . " First she felt 
it in front of her head , where it enlarged as a baby 
grows in its mother ' s  womb . And finally , it reached the 
back of the head where it lay heavy and painful awaiting 
del ivery . "(Mildred 2 12}  As most wom�n in her time spent 
their ·whole energy on their fami ly , Cather spent hers on 
her own " child , " a masterp iece created through this 
pains-taking endeavor . As Cather critics have most 
often admitted , Death Comes for the Archbishop might be 
the most success ful of her later achievements .  In this 
highly pol ished masterpiece of "quiet and radiant 
perfect ion"(Kaz in 3 16 ) , we can recognize the very fruit 
of her l iterary endeavor . 
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When we examine her works after the early front ier 
novels , we-cannot help not icing a decl ine in various 
ways . One - of the most s ign i ficant decl ines is seen in 
the heroines of her later works . Her frontier novel was 
· "a  celebration of femal e  nature . "(Rubel 2 4 ) Her early 
heroines were all robust , heroic pioneers , pioneers on 
the land as wel l  as p ioneers of the spirit . (Kaz in 2 5 2 )  
In this sense , Thea Kronborg , the s inger heroine of the 
second novel , Song of the Lark , was also a p ioneer , 
sharing essential virtues with Alexandra and Anton i a : 
vital ity , strong will , endurance and endeavored . In  
other words , they were al l artists , fol lowing their 
creative imaginations on the land or in music . Al l 
endeavor toward their ideals through their own form of 
"art . " 
In her novel s a fter these three frontier stories , 
none of the maj or femal e  characters have the human 
integrity of those early pioneers . Lucy Gayheart makes 
a good comparison to Thea in the early work of Song of 
the Lark . Dorothy McFarland speculated that "while 
Thea's des ire is  for artistic creation itsel f ,  Lucy 
finds the embodiment o f  her des ire in the person of the 
success ful singer Clement Sebastian , " (4 9 )  an unhappy 
married man . This adulterous pass ion , again ,  has a 
degenerative , destruct ive force and final ly drives Lucy 
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to her death . Even though she had some special charms 
which attracted her townspeople . and the rich young man 
in her hometown , Harry Gordon , she ·did not have enough 
vital ity and intuition , as was the case with Antonia , 
and the tragedy was inevitable .  Even the beaut i ful , 
l ively Marian Forrester , who is "the most provocative 
among Cather's heroines , "  is dest ined to be "A Lost 
Lady , " because she l acks the most integral intuition 
which drives pass ion and l i fe force to the right cause 
as they did to Alexandra and Antonia . Myra Henshawe in 
MY Metal Enemy is " another glamourous lost 
lady . "(Grumbach 2 4 7 ) Myra cal ls  hersel f " a  greedy , 
sel fish ,  worldly woman"(3 14 ) Comparing these two " lost 
ladies , "  their husbands , Captain Forrester and Oswald 
Henshawe are men with integrity and generos ity . Even 
after the fal l of fortune , these men never lose their 
integrity and dignity . In the author's last novel , 
Sapphira and the S lave Girl , the heroine's occasional 
sel f-centered , cruelty toward her slaves makes a good 
contrast to her compass ionate husband , who freed her 
slaves after her death . In the Profes sor's House the 
wi fe and the elder daughter of Professor St . Peter were 
depicted as representat ives of "the new trading , 
grasp ing class " marked by their "vulgar ambitions " and 
"the lucrative commercial use . "(Kaz in 2 5 5 )  I n  those 
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later stories heroes are always better than heroines; 
the s ituat-ion is  completely reversed from that in their 
early novels . Almost all  of the heroines are "degraded" 
women whose souls consequently are apt to be tormented 
as with Myra - Henshawe in "My Mortal Enemy . " · None of 
them have the ful f i l l ed ,  stately peace fulness of 
Alexandra and Antonia at the end of their stories . I� 
Death Comes for the Archbishop , we cannot even find any 
female character worth mentioning; we can see a ·few 
virtuous women , but they remain minor . It is the most 
important decl ine of Cather as a woman writer . 
When Cather started her writing career , Sarah Orne 
Jewett gave her important advice : a female writer should 
write from the female point of view .  This is 
part icularly important for Cather ,  who put much 
importance upon veri s imil itude in her creative writing . 
As some critics pointed out , one of the failures of her 
fourth novel , One of Us , was the subj ect matter; the 
l ast hal f of the story dealt with a war experience about 
which Cather had only indirect knowledge . Cather is the 
writer who "has to touch l i fe at f irst hand , in order to 
create it . " ( Sergeant 2 7 0 )  When Cather was writing her 
frontier stories , she was free from those worries , 
because she knew that the subj ect matter was genuine and 
the feel ing and the emotion was what she had experienced 
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firsthand . 
We might say that this dist inctive change in 
Cather's choice of femal e  characters suggests Cather's 
loss of ident ity as a woman writer . Her strong 
affirmation of femal e  values which we have observed in 
her early novel s completely disappears from her l ater 
works . In this way , Cather's bel ie f  in female values 
had been somewhere lost during her l iterary career . 
When we look at her later works , this loss of 
feminine values mysteriously corresponds to her despa ir 
upon the material istic progress of modern society , as  is 
typical ly seen in Professor's House . Her gradual 
isolation from the contemporary world is another 
noteworthy change in Cather . In the prefatory note to 
Not Under Forty , Cather wrote : "The world broke in two 
in 19 2 2  or thereabouts , and the persons and prej udices 
recal led in these sketches s l id back - into yesterday's 
seven-thousand years . "(v ) She moved into the past , into 
the remote worlds of seventeenth century Quebec or the 
eighteenth century S outhwest and also into her own 
closed world ,  withdrawing " from all domestic and social 
relation . " ( Geismer 1 86) This once friendly , soc iable 
girl gradual ly l imited. her relationships with others 
only to the most intimate and trustful . In her essay on 
Katherine Mans field in Not .Under Forty ,  Cather ment ions 
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that "human rel a.tionships are the tragic necessity of 
·human l i fe : that they can never · be whol ly satis factory , 
that every ego is hal f  the time greedi ly seeking them , 
and hal f  the time pul l ing away from them . "(l3 6 )  
Most of the mal e  protagonists in her later works 
share s imilar qual ities with the later Cather . They are 
a ll  idealists with noble human integrity but have · l ittle 
connection in  their contemporary societies . Professor 
st . Peter retired from the world he l ived in and wished 
to go back to his childhood world where he could f ind 
·his  true sel f . He tried to commit suicide but survived . 
Through this incident he lost " something very precious " 
but " felt the ground under his feet(2 8 1 ) " and l ived as 
another person , compromis ing with the world .  Father 
Latour ' s  world in Death Comes for the Archbishop is  
already secluded from the contemporary world because of 
the nature of his vocational mission �  The serene , 
tranqriil , rel igious atmosphere of the book indicates , as 
is also clear from the t itle , that this is a novel about 
dying , which also makes another distinctive compari son 
to the earl ier novel s about l iving . The l ives happily 
continue at the end of 0 Pioneers ! and My Antonia . On 
the contrary , the hero·ines of later novels died 
tragically : Lucy Gayheart's accidental death in the icy 
water , Myra Henshawe • s  tormented death in the poverty , 
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and Marian Forre·ster' s death as a stranger in a fore ign 
land . Sapphira Colbert is the only one who confronted 
her death ·with "Archbishop's dignit·y , " as her l i fe-long 
Black maid Till  reminds us with respect at the end of 
the story . When her strong heart was finally overcome by 
her long-time sickness , "Though her bel l  was beside her , 
she had not rung it . "(2 9 4 ) She had "preferred to ·be 
alone . "(2 9 4 ) Sapphira , not perfect in her l i fetime , 
showed the best qual ity of " f ine folks " (2 9 4 ) at the 
closing of her l i fe . 
As E .  Helmick noted , steril ity , coupled with the 
loss of rich earthiness , is another characteristic of 
the world of Cather's later works , whereas her early 
works were fecund . (17 5 )  But , however desperate she may 
have been , Cather would not give up her own moral 
standard and s incerity . She did not take a nihil istic 
or sel f-doubting att itude , but j ust went into the 
tradit ional tranquil ity which rel igion of both East and 
West has given to the tormented soul throughout human 
history . To Cather as with the Chinese , the only answer 
was reconc il iation . This  acceptance cons isted of a 
wil l ed pass ivity to the world surrounding her in its 
traditional rel igious . perceptions . W. G .  Rubel may not 
have been far from the truth when he concluded that "Her 
final word had been said in Death Comes for the 
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Archbishop,  and having written that , she had nothing to 
add . "(2 8 ) - The straight confess ion of Elizabeth-Sergeant 
may also wel l  summariz e  the general feelings of the 
reader : " I  think I sha l l  always love better the early 
books which comprehend youth and simplicity
. 
so largely 
and profoundly than the later ones where the ugliness , 
the complexity of middle or old age pierce 
through • " ( 2 7 9 ) 
Against this troubled world , Buck took a completely 
different attitude . It seems that the awarding of the 
Nobel Pri z e  fol lowing the Pulit z er Pri ze in 19 3 2  
determined her unique career a s  a writer .  In her 
acceptance speech of the Nobel Pri ze , Buck hers l f  
predicted that , "Whatever I write i n  the future must , I 
think , be always benefited and strengthened when I 
remember this day . •• (3 5 9 ) Buck accepted the honor as an 
base of her career on the values for -- which her works had 
been awarded . However , the awarding of those priz es to 
her " raised a storm of protest"(Thompson 8 5 )  from the 
l iterary critics of the day . They claimed that her 
writings were hardly worthy of the prize , despite some 
hearty commendations from S inclair Lewis , Carl Van Doren 
and Malcolm Cowley . (Cevasco 115 ) Jane Muir tactfully 
commented that "her works have a di fferent kind of 
greatness"(11 5 ) . Literary artistry is not the most 
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important criterion for the Nobel Pri z e , and humanistic 
merit was-more valued than high . art because of Nobel's 
intention . that the pri z e  be for work benef iting the 
wel fare and peace of mankind . The remarks of Borti l  
Lindblad , Director o f  the Stockholm Observatory , 
addressed to Buck prior to her acceptance of the Nobel 
Pri ze , stressed this importance of "humanistic merit . " :  
" it is  of great importance that the peoples of the earth 
learn to understand each other as individual s  across 
distances and frontiers • • • • .  and when works of l iterature 
succeed in this respect they are certainly in a very 
direct way ideal istic in the sense in which this award 
was meant by Al fred Nobel . "(Frenz 3 6 0 ) In Muir's words , 
"There is a _ magnif icent and nobl e humanitarianism in the 
work of Pearl s .  Buck that makes -up for any l iterary 
shortcomings . "(1 1 5 ) 
Against this charge of " l iterary shortcomings , "  
Buck explained her own philosophy of writ ing by saying 
that her work was deeply a ffected by the form and style 
of the Chinese novel , which Buck hersel f explained in 
deta il  in her Nobel Lecture titled "The Chinese Novel "  
del ivered on that memorable day of December 1 2 , 19 3 8 . 
Whereas Engl ish novel_s are more concerned with the minds 
and the inner worlds of . the main characters , which 
re flect the ir cultural characteristics , as we have 
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observed before , ·  the Chinese writer tends to omit " the 
· internal struggles of his protagonists so as to · please 
the audience . "(Cevasco 4 4 2 ) Importance is given to plot 
rather than character analys is and the author stays 
· obj ective and omniscient , in order to not interfere with 
the progress of the plot . The plots "are often 
incomplete , . . . . .  sometimes it merely stops , in the ·way 
l ife does . " (Frenz 3 7 7 ) 
Concerning this importance of storyl ine , the style 
eventual ly took the characteristics that Buck mentioned 
in her Nobel address :  
The style the people loved best was one whi ch 
flowed along , clearly and simply in the short 
words which they themselves used every day , 
with · no other technique than occasional bits 
of description only enough to give vividness 
to a place or a person and -never enough to 
delay the story . Nothing must delay the 
story . (Thompson 1 0 1 )  
Jason Lindsey pointed out that Buck also bel ieved 
that " the purpose of language is communication , not 
del iberate obscurity"(2 8 ) . 
Her obj ective presentat ion of characters also was 
necessary to fol low this tradition of the Chinese saga . 
The characters are mainly introduced by their 
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appearance , the ir own action , and w_ords , rather than by 
the author's explanation . Vividness of character 
portrayal · is the first qual ity which the Chinese have 
demanded of their novels . (Frenz 3 6 6 )  Al l o f  them have 
clear , distinctive characteristics of personal ity , which 
help audience ' s  understandings . 
However , the l iterary characteristics of Buck's 
works which was based on the Chinese saga would become 
def inite l imitations in her succeeding works , especial ly 
when she produced too many books and stories in a short 
·time . One of Buck's few maj or critics , Paul A .  Doyle , 
examined her short stories written up to 19 6 1  and 
commented that from her earl iest and finest short 
stories , " a - decl ine has set in . "  Doyle further said 
that these " excellent examples of storytel l ing , 
especial ly those written in l ater years are too 
sent imental and too improbable , too sl ick and too 
facile , too l acking in poetic sens ibil ity and 
complexity . , "  and concludes that Buck 's short fiction 
"does not reach the high levels of artistic purpose of 
meaning . "(68 ) Even her representative work , The Good 
Earth , does not have l iterary attraction for the 
contemporary l iterary world whose values are far 
di fferent from the goals of Buck . As a matter of fact , 
during the fi fty years since she received the Nobel 
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Priz e ,  amaz ingly few critics have analyzed her works . 
Buck has art especial ly " low critical reputation
.
in 
America , "  (Muir 1 15 ) and Thompson sp
.
eculates that her 
simple form may be out of harmony with a more dynamic 
mode of modern existence . (7 0 )  Buck hersel f . admitted 
from the beg inning that the novel in China , which she 
defended as her choice , "was never an art . "(Frenz · 3 6 1 )  
Buck also pointed out that a good novel ist " should not 
be conscious of techniques . . . • •  but should be above all  
tse ran , that is natural ,  unaffected . . •  as to be wholly 
·at the command of material that flows through 
him . "(Frenz 3 6 9 )  For the Chinese novelists , art is  
" secondary" and the most important thing is "human l i fe 
as he finds it in himsel f  or outside himsel f . "(Frenz 
3 7 8 ) Buck's l iterary goals were also not artistic 
perfectionism . She concentrated on humanitarianism in 
her concern for people . As a storytel ler in a Chinese 
vil lage tent "need not ra ise his voice when a scholar 
passes , but he beats all his drums when a band of poor 
pilgrims pass on their way up the mountain in search of 
gods , tel l ing them " I , too , tel l  of gods ! "(Frenz 3 7 9 ) 
As Ya-chao Yu wel l  summari z ed ,  "her determination to 
write about real peop.l·e for the sake of the people , 
instead of writing ' pure l iterature t for a small  
audience "(3 3 )  was her consistent bel ief during her whole 
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writing career . "That z est , that immense j oy in l i fe 
and in pedple ,  and in their variety"(A Debt to Oickens 
2 0 ) Buck learned from Charles Dickens in her intens ive 
reading of his books in her youth and maintained her 
whole l i fe . Buck was very much concerned about 
dehumani z ed modern society and wrote about those 
probl ems in her works . She was espec ial ly concerned 
with human freedom , human rights and equal ity .  
Another important aspect of her career is her 
str6ng concern for children , as a "mother has concerns 
· for the members of her brood . "  (Thompson 107 ) She loved 
and enj oyed children . She charmed them and she was 
charmed by them . (MacMill 5 1 )  Buck founded the East West 
Association in 19 4 1  and helped to place Amerasian 
children for adoption . Buck hersel f  adopted and ra ised 
. nine children of mixed race . She also wrote many 
stories for children . Her motherly love seems to have 
extended to all  children on earth , espec ial ly those who 
were oppressed , impoveri shed , discriminated against , and 
suffering . As Thompson put . it , hers was " an essentially 
feminine career , "  fitting " into that great American 
feminine tradit ion whose l ine comes down through Harriet 
Beecher Stowe and Louisa May Alcott . " { lOl ) Theirs are 
the books of "a maternal woman writing for women about 
the problems of women , " { Snow 1 6 8 ) and are based on the 
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most prec ious feminine virtue , the nurturing love of 
mothers . By becoming " the nurturing and moral i z ing 
mother of · people , "  she used writing only as the tool for 
her humanitarian tasks . 
In a way , both Cather and Buck " left "  the l and , 
after the ir early works . Cather paid her last visit to 
her Red Cloud in 19 3 1  and never returned . As E . K � Brown 
pointed out , "when Miss Cather parts from this l and , the 
'grand passion of l i fe' as she calls  it , she retains 
much , her style , her art , her sense of heroism , but the 
essence of her power , an essence so fine that a lmost 
resists definition , she cannot retain . "(2 3 4 ) Cather 
could keep striving for artistic perfection , but she 
seems to have lost one of the most important qual ities 
of the land , the l i fe-force . Cather's later negativism 
and her seclus ion from the contemporary world was 
undoubtedly related to thi s  loss of the l i fe-force . 
Buck's case , in a way , resembles that of Wang the 
Tiger . Buck , l ike Wang the Tiger , worked hard to reach 
her goal , the achievement of humanistic ideal ism ,  but 
she also became "uprooted" from the land , and 
consequently from the dil igent e f fort toward the career 
goal she chose when she was very young girl . Whatever 
apolog ies she might have , it is not natural that one who 
had had such intens ive tra ining in writing and had such 
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great interest in it did not achieve any artistic 
triumph iri her writing career . · suck might have · done a 
much better j ob as a writer i f  she had " stayed on her 
land , " had stuck to her early subj ect matter of China 
and her people , and had made more efforts fn cultivating 
l iterary craftsmanship . 
As did the characters in their works , both Cather 
and Buck had lost something important when they l e ft the 
world of their early works , when they left their " land . " 
When we l ook into the course of  these two women 
writers ' l iterary careers , we cannot overlook the 
l imitations they could not avoid because o f  their sex . 
Cather's was the more typ ical fate of a career-oriented 
woman who chose art over human need , j ust as "Thea's 
sacri fice of intense human relationships was the price 
of her success . "(O.'Brien 17 ) Buck , at first glance , 
seems to have accomp l ished both her career and her human 
needs , as Helen F .  Snow once mentioned that " Pearl Buck 
had everything she wanted . " ( 6 5 )  However ,  upon a second 
look , we may also say that her l iterary accomplishments 
stayed mediocre , because she had the excuses of her 
humanitarian tasks . This lack of persistence in her 
profess ional works has been most often critici zed by 
professional s .  The l imitat ions Cather and Buck showed 
were partly. because of the time in which they l ived . It 
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is a pity that those wel l -educated , . strong-wi l led , 
gi fted women writers with s incere , warm hearts had to 
sacrifice something important as writers or as women in 
order to achieve something else . We ' ve been waiting for 
a great woman writer , one with Cather ' s  splendid 
craftmanship and art istic perfect ionism and Buck ' s  
humanitarian enthus iasm , to be integrated into a strong 
unity based on the female values . Among contemporary 
women writers , we may notice some poss ible candidates; 
at least we can acknowledge steady advancement . Thi s  
·hal f  century , especially during the past few decades , we 
have witnessed one of the most important advancements i n  
the history o f  l iterature : the growing acknowledgement 
and recognition of female writers and their works . 
Willa Cather and Pearl s .  Buck , through their l iterary 
careers , showed present and future generations the 
important s igns which would lead women writers to the 
most ideal l iterary pursuits . 
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CHAPTER FOUR CONCLUS ION 
About a hal f  century has passed since Cather and 
Buck wrote their stories of l and . The dismay in the 
· chaos of the modern world , to which Cather and Buck seem 
to have been strongly averse , has definitely prevai l ed 
in these years and has been expressed in the 
representative works of contemporary l iterature . This 
is  why the works of Cather and Buck have special 
importance today . Diagnos is is surely a necessary 
procedure , ut diagnosis itsel f cannot cure the disease . 
To analyz e the problem or to look at the probl em or the 
chaos with dismay cannot remove the probl em or reorder 
the chaos . In this sense the works of Cather and Buck 
certainly contain a signi f icant comforting , curative 
forces for this diseased modern society . In today • s  
l iterary world ,  af fected by the anemic frai lty of 
art i f icial , abstract art , the robust earthiness of their 
works will certainly give the reader a pos itive feel ings 
about l i fe . The values Cather and Buck express wi l l  
help people restore the ir confidence i n  humanity . 
Cather's and Buck's words have only their own ful l 
we ight and no obscurity , and express only what is real 
and true . Their world is ful l of trust and hope . Some 
critics observed an elegiac or nostalgic tone in 
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Cather's works , but what is more important is the values 
she presented in them . In this sense Cather shares the 
same trust in human integrity and hope for the human 
future with the more s imply optimistic Buck . Anyway , so 
far as their vigorous , virtuous heroes and heroines kept 
their values al ive in Buck's and Cather's stories of the 
land , the values those two authors cheri shed wil l  · keep 
guiding the people who bel ieve in them , as the land 
itsel f guided those pioneer women and Chinese peasants . 
These values based on the immutabil ity of the land , the 
infinite l i fe-force of " the good earth , " are the long­
lasting values that have survived through the changes of 
the time and surpassed the di fferences of countries . 
They have the proof of the transcendence of time and 
space . 
f The world civil i z at ion , which has been influenced 
mostly by Western culture , in what is cal led " l inear 
progress, " needs introspection and re-examination . The 
world has been rushing into the more sophisticated and 
the more complex, and maybe into chaos itsel f .  The old 
Eastern culture has been threatened by the menace of 
Westerni z ation; the same is true for the Native American 
Indian culture and old African culture , those so-cal l ed 
"primitive" but "earthy" cultures which are so closely 
related to the virtuous land . Be fore the whole of human 
society be lost in the mechanical ity and inhumanity o f  
·the highly developed material istic society , w e  must 
aga in bring esteem to those basic human values taught in 
those " simple" c ivil i z at ions . I 
Another s igni ficant dimension of these values of 
l and is that they give us new ins ight into the strength 
and dependabil ity of feminine perceptions and 
perspectives . this  aspect helps us to understand the 
l imitations and weaknesses of male-dominated soc iety and 
to lead the world into more balanced , harmoni z ed ,  sol id 
·unity . 
Cather and Buck were a l so actual ly pioneers who 
used common people as their main characters , not from 
any social or pol itical intention , but from an entirely 
free , humanistic recognition of the people . These 
pioneer writers widened the range of l iterature for a l l  
people , denying any disciminating consciousness . They 
were the spokeswomen for foreign immigrants , 
Southwestern Indians and Chinese peasants . Today , hal f 
a century later , we have many gifted writers who write 
about their ethnic cultures and their own traditional 
values in their own words . However , we cannot forget 
the great l iterary achievement of Cather and Buck in the 
understanding of different cultures . Without the ir 
sincere and warm sympathy , their works would neve have 
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moved and impressed readers' hearts all over the world 
and helped in cross-cultural understanding . 
Their universal ity is deeply associated with thei r  
philosophy o f  the l and; the universal l i fe experience on 
the l and , that through t i l l ing and cultivating it , leads 
to the same universal values of the land . In "the land 
as. the foundation upon which famil ies are built , " (Frenz 
3 6 0 )  Cather and Buck l et us see the " qual ities of 
thought and feel ing which bind us all  together as human 
beings on thi s  earth . "(Frenz 3 6 0 )  Today when the 
world is moving into global i z ation , this recognition has 
a special importance . As habitants on the same earth , 
we find the l and is one . National ity and ethnicity of 
the people can be merged into one whole unity by 
recogni z ing that the land is one , as the East and the 
West are integrated by the philosophy of the land . 
Changing the view from the macrocosmic to the 
microcosmic , the trivial , but most precious , existence 
of individual l i fe can be of fered direction through thi s  
phi losophy o f  land . Individuals can also be given peace 
by recogni z ing that this l i fe will be merged into 
" someth ing permanent and complete" someday . 
This earth is a good earth . As Buck once mentioned , 
"the good earth is the good earth no matter whether it 
be in China or America . " ( Wool f 1 4 9 ) 
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Wi lla Cather and Pearl s .  Buck taught us the 
importance of this good earth through their magni ficent , 
unforgettable stories of the land . 
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